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497 Freshman'Matriculate
by Dick Dahling
In a ceremony which dates back
to the fifteenth century, 497 members of Trinity's freshman class
officially joined the College at 1:00
p.m. Monday, September 11.
Cheryl Mackenzie represented the
Class of 1982 in signing the
matriculation book during the
156th Matriculation and Book Ceremony in the College Chapel.
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The matriculation ceremony at
Trinity College follows a custom
begun in England in 1420 when
students at Oxford were ordered by
King's ordinance "to take an oath
before the chancellor to keep the
statutes for the preservation of the
peace...to discharge faithfully all
scholastic duties...and to maintain
and defend all the rights, privileges
and immunities of the College..."
The book ceremony, a Trinity
tradition, occurs when President

Theodore K. Lockwood turns over a
book which has been touched by
every Trinity alumnus to Professor
George B. Cooper, Secretary of the
College. The book, kept in the
custody of the faculty, is retruned
to the President at Commencement
time, when it is placed in the hands
of the graduates as they receive
their degrees.
With their attendance at Monday's Matriculation Service, and
meeting with President Lockwood
to sign the book, thus affirming the
preceeding oath, 497 members of
The Class of 1982 officially joined
the community of Trinity students
and faculty.
Statistically, this class is similar
to those in past years, except for its
male/female ratio. The class consists of 250 men and 247 women,
thus amounting to nearly an equal
percentage of both sexes. This

comes ten years after co-education
became a reality at Trinity. According to.W. Howie Muir, Director of Admissions, the gradual
increase in the number of women in
the classes was not the result of a
conscious recruiting effort on the
part of the College. He believes,
that the present ratio will continue
for the next few years.
Trinity's freshman class is
comprised of students from 30
states, plus Washington, D.C. and
Puerto Rico and 10 foreign countries. One hundred and sixty-two
are Connecticut residents and 60
are from Greater Hartford. The
foreign students come from Ghana,
Iran, Malaysia, Peru and Somalia.
In addition, England, France,
Greece, Saudia Arabia and West
Germany are represented, but by
American students who are presently residing in these countries.

College Assistance Strained
by Julie Johnson

The "Financial Aid Form" is a
pated was committed to freshmen,
not as many upperclassmen could product of the College Scholarship
Service. The service estimates
be promised aid.
Over the summer, President the amount the student, is able to
Ph-itc by Smv.ithiri Phian'.unlliun
Lockwood presented $80,000 to the contribute toward his college costs.
financial aid department to offset It also determines the student's
eligibility for the Federal Basic
this financial problem.
Grant.
This sum gave the needed
money to the upperclassmen who
This information is checked
At the root of these problems is had been guaranteed funding, and with Trinity's own data and appliinvestment councilor .for the Col- a mistake made in calculating the who had filed their applications on cation, and is vital in determining
lege's approximately 23 million number of Freshmen who would time.
the student's financial need.
dollar investment portfolio.
accept Trinity's offer of financial
The money was also distributed
Mr. Taylor pointed out that
English has been investigating aid.
to half the students on the waiting additional complications arose this
the College's investments in corAn estimate made based on the list for aid. Those persons with the year, as several students failed to
porations that have operations in
figures
from the last two years was best academic records and greatest submit necessary information to his
South Africa since coming to the
that 41% of the Freshmen offered need received aid. yet, half of the office before the deadline date.
College in the fall of 1977.
wait listed group was not awarded Some of these students complained
Last year English identified 26 admission with financial aid would funds.
that the financial aid office had
companies in which Trinity owns accept the assistance. This year,
There were some students, failed to send the necessary applistock which have significant in- however, the yield rate was higher,
vestment in South Africa. Most of as 50% of the people offered however, who although funded on a cation materials to them,, while
these were identified from a list financial aid accepted it, said John renewal guarantee basis, did not others noted errors made by the
receive any portion of the $80,000. College Scholarship Service at
published by the Investment Re- Taylor, director of financial aid.
Princeton.
search Responsibility Research
This increase meant that there These were students who did not
meet
the
deadline
for
filing
their
Center in Washington, D.C.
were 31 more students than anticiTaylor emphasized, however,
Total value of Trinity's invest- - nated who needed an average of applications.
that it is the student's responsibiliments in companies with South $3,051 a student. Thus, the finanJohn Taylor, current director of ty to obtain the necessary maAfrican investments is around $9 cial aid office needed $94,581 more Trinity's financial aid program, terials, and to submit them on
million, English said.
than had been budgeted for fresh- emphasizes that although a student time.
English said that he wrote men financial aid.
may be promised renewed aid, the
This year all the late applicants
letters to all of the companies,
amount of money needed must be for renewed funds were fortunate.
This
problem
was
compounded
expressing the College's concern
reassessed each year. All financial During the registration process a
as an investor in South African by a much greater reduction in aid students must file applications.
number of students receiving.. aid
investments and asking for details State money than was expected.
For some students the delay in did not come to Trinity. Also,
There,
was
also
a
loss
of
some
of company operations in the. area.
the filing of the application was due during the summer several "outMost of the companies have Federal funds, as well as a reduc- to problems in the processing of the
responded to English's enquiries, tion in the financial gifts given to "Financial Aid Form".
confv on page 4
some in great detail according to the financial aid program. These
losses
meant
an
absence
of
beEnglish. 20 of the companies
subscribe to the Sullivan Princi- tween $30,000 and $50,000.

Members of the class of 1982 take the oath to "obey the rales and
regulations of the College" at the traditional Matriculation and
Book ceremony held in the chapel. Cheryl Mackenzie signed the
matriculation b»S)k.

Fund Policies Set
by Andrew Walsh

an'

The trustee Finance Committee
has adopted a statement committing the College to invest-its funds
in a manner "consistent with high'
ethical and social standards."
The statement, adopted on
June 26 as part of a larger
statement of College investment
policy, announced the College's
intention to adopt the Sullivan
Principles as a guide to investment
policy in the Republic of South
Africa.
Saying the principles "appear
to provide American companies
with a sound basis on which to
operate responsibly in South
Africa," the committee adopted
the policies supporting non-segregation and equal and fair practices
in employment arid a commitment
to improving the quality of life for
black and other non-white employees in areas* like housing, transportation, schooling, recreation and
health facilities.
The social responsibility statement must be approved by the full
board of trustees in October,
according to James English, vice
president of the College for finance
and planning,- who helped the
committee draw up its statement.
The social responsibility statement fits into a larger statement
stating the College's general investment goals for the future: to
produce a reasonable income under
existing market conditions, well
protected against significant declines and which will grow at a rate
which approximates that of
inflation.
English said the Hartford National Bank and Trust Co:- is the

ples, English reported. Six, including such major corporations as
Black and Decker, Coca-Cola,
Johnson and Johnson and General
Electric do not subscribe to the:
principles.
English said the College has not
decided yet how -to deal with the
companies which do not subscribe
to the principles, "probably not
with blanket reaction, it will probably depend on the nature of their
business, English said.
con't on page 4

A reduced amount of Federal
and State funds coming to Trinity,
coupled with an over committment
of. financial aid to Freshmen has
resulted in a shortage of financial
aid for upperclassmen, and a
reduced number of campus jobs for
non-financial aid students.

The money annually budgeted
for financial aid at Trinity is
normally enough to cover the
following: the freshmen accepting
offers of financial aid, upperclassmen who are receiving aid on a
renewal guarantee basis, certain
upperclassmen who are on a waiting list for aid, and students who
have not previously applied for
assistance, but who now need the
funds.
Unfortunately, since a great
deal more-money than was antici-

SGA Election

•This week, elections for Student Goyerment Assofcation
positions will be held under rules established by the new S.G.A.
constitution.
Elections will be held Thursday, Sept. 14 only for dotnitory
representative positions. The various elective offices were
announced to the student body in a recent mailing from Tatni
Voudouris, S.G.A. President Pro-tem. Nominations for dorm
representatives wil] be due at the Student Government Office at
6:00 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 13.
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Lockwood Focuses on Curriculum, Changes
You will not be surprised that of the curriculum that it is sensethis comment provides a bridge to a less to ignore the congruity.
topic which has troubled me over Second, a review this year, with the
the last few years. Do we think benefit of Dean Nye's experience,
often enough of the quality of life will put us in a position to work
on this campus? Do we keep the closely with the new dean of the
institution humanly—and humane- faculty, who I shall expect to devote
ly-sized? Do we maintain the primary attention to the curriculum
respect for one another that is and the intellectual life of this
essential to a civilized community? campus. I may add parenthetically
These are not rhetorical questions, that some of the reorganization we
In the Harvard magazine recently, I shall implement is designed to
read an article by one of that relieve the dean of the faculty of
college's undergraduates. I shall administrative chores which Dean
paraphrase. Students are using , Nye has borne with great equanimHarvard College ~as a tool to get a ity.
good job and not as a place to grow.
As we conduct that analysis, I
People care more about their
think certain key questions emerg
careers (including grade-point
immediately. How does one meaaverages) than about people and
sure coherence or determine
their problems. Too many escape
whether a course contributes to or
into various forms of unreality,
detracts from that sense of relatedpharmacological, alcoholic, and ness? Can we attain broad agreeemotional. There is a cowardly ment "that certain courses and
grimness about oneself and a
i are more pertinent to the
stubborn refusal to dream. Too ,-, „
,
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„ . ,
t,
. . .
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College s mission than other? And
often our gatherings are marked by
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can we summon the will to recast
petty selfishness; too seldom by ..
. . .
.
,
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J
' the curriculum in accordance wth
r
small kindnesses. I wonder, would our convictions? In short, there are
,a senior at Trinity say something
similar?
tough intellectual issues as well as
,
political problems. But some things
c
For new students I trust that are clear,
this characterization is appalling. I
also hope it is rarely applicable at
Fir,st, we need to make some
Trinity (as it well may be at changes. I am not, though, conHarvard); but unless we are more vinced that we need a new program
self-conscious about the quality of of general education. Those that
life we share with one another, have been adopted by other colthen I am afraid that small incon- leges and universities recently look
siderateness will grow0 into horrify- very much like warmed-up versions
.President Lockwood's remarks at Thursday's convocation marked
ing indifference.
from
the 1950s. Second, we need to
the official opening of the academic year.
pholo by SfOl, u Leventhai
At Trinity we have not fulfilled express to the public clearly why
l am
I welcome you $ the College's
pressing the argument, for o u r potential as a community. Our we teach what we teach.
156th academic year. To the new too seldom do we appreciate as we progress here, now, is within our
rPflqisPff the
students I extend official greetings; should the unusual atmosphere in collective power to shape. How one
* "™
he rational truth seek
to returning students and faculty, I which we pursue our educat.onal learns to relate to different people,
adem c oro
ou
ac
express our pleasure that you ar
p
y
erf our
academe
pro-•
are objectives. -At least whenever I to respond
to styles,
cultures,
ii
d i f f t from
f
' own § r a m ^ T h a t , m . e a " s monitoring
-back for the first Opening Convo- have tried to explain how a college opinions
different
one's
^-•ei&ft • « be held amidst the operates, let alone who governs it, is at the center of your college ourselves and checking our stanseedless Marshall ash trees. Thus P e o P l e h a v e trouble believing me. experience. We are not an "ivory a a r ° s - * w 0 illustrations, may be
far no one has submitted new lyrics W } i a * m a k e s '* work if it really is a tower" immune from or indifferent P e r t l n e n t l n this regard. Grading is
for "Neath the Elms."
genteel federation operating under to society's problems. The residue ""Portant, certainly to students. I
an rehev
In the spring of 1878 the move a corporate charter?
l
^ ******* w*s a slight
o f r a c i s m that exists at Trinity is
of the College's equipment
from
„. I t .
. u u
intolerable to the whole community Jeflatiomrf grades last year: 5 of 29
the area which is now the State
pearly the purpose is both so a n d w e raust remove it. Although ^ m e n t s awarded ewer A's
a n d s n c h a cha en e that
Capitol to Summit Street began. ^
°
" S
blatant sexism doesn't surface a " d B . s t h a n P i o u s l y . Others
The Library's 18,000 books were ^ose engaged ,n the effort profit o f t e n h e M f t h e r e i s a s t l b c o n s i c i o u s showed a less pronounced but.
the openness of the commum- t
nonetheless real decline in generof sexist behavior t h a t d o e s
safely transported to this campus in
osity.
Three
departments,
howty. As some may know, it takes no £ w m a k e i U e l f f d t o n o c c a s l o n .
oit
Th
depatmet
h
wagons.
.
J
particular talent to allow an entire
ever moved dramatically in the
A nother
t of b e h a v i o r t h a t
dlrectlon of
I have limited my remarks today semester to drift by. Ultimately c a n d e s t f o y a community quite
severe inflation. I am
to two concerns: the institutional there is a reckoning, but the literally is the recklessness that b e i n g s u P e r f i c i a 1 ' l realize, but this
changes we anticipate and the state timing is quite leisurely compared s e t s o f f ' fire extinguishers calls in i s o n e o f t h e i n d i c e s w o r t n P°nclerof the curriculum. The two topics to any other enterprise.Yet, the f a l s e a i a r m S j c a u s e s fires> a n d ing.
touch upon one another significant- h o n i n g of the mind prospers in this d a b b l e s i n v a n d a U s m . Fortunately
AAnn o t thneett develooment which is
ly: HK both areas we sense that unusual climate. Colleges resist . v p r v _„..,, n p r r ( , n t a o p nt ^AeJt*
?
development wnicn is
•
»
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* very Small percentage OI StUucniS rnnct tmnnrtnTit tn mil* nrfldpTTiir
change is inevitable but unclear, being run or managed; students a r p attrsictJ
nnintl^
important to our academic
tn
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i
*
•
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«.rc dLUoVLcu IU incac uuiiiucaa nrnornmc ic rnp intpm^ninQ avail aAs conservative institutions col- want what authority exists to justify n l i r s n i k hit thrir in,™rt on th<» Pf°8 r a m s l s l " e ujtransmps avaiia
leges do not handle change easily, itself; and faculty must operate as community is felt Last vear we had
"uoents. mere is uneven•-
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prescribe what an educated person
needs. Obviously, this prescriptive
approach rests on the assumption
that the faculty have deep-felt
convictions about what is important
—convictions that transcend narrow departmental self-interest. In
the absence of such convictions,
curricular reform can degenerate
into a process of academic log-rolling.
The other school agrees that
literacy in the humanities, social
sciences, and the natural sciences
is desirable, but contends that no
program of general education or
distribution requirements can
guarantee that literacy. It does not
matter what the course is so long as
it is liberally taught. Students can
never cover all the important things
they should, or might, know; and
giving them a smattering is only
supeficial. What counts is' the
nature of the engagement in each
course. Good results are far more
likely to occur when the student
and the faculty member enter the
engagement with high motivation.
The concentration in the major
assures a protracted involvement
with a field of knowledge where a
student may develop sophisticated
analytical abilities and intellectual
self-confidence. Basically this is
what Trinity has accepted. It is no •
longer sufficient; for underneath
this approach the faculty must
share convictions about what is
worthwhile, about what are the
significant questions and what are
the attributes of an educated
person. That is different from
saying what everyone should know.
How close to this coincidence of
view are we? From my discussions
with various departments and
groups last year, I sense that we
may share more beliefs than we •
realize. We have so seldom examined those beliefs, or explicated the
propositions according to which we
teach, or explained what we expect
from students, that we may underestimate ourselves. For example, it
is clear everyone hopes students
will write more proficiently. Everyone would like students to read •
more widely. Beyond these propositions, I am not sure we have
widespread agreement except as to
the virtues of hard thinking, crisp
presentation of findings, etc. I do
detect uneasiness that most often
comes in the form of a question:
"How did that student get through
here without knowing any history,
science, ^or% economics or a modern
language?"

We nave done well with the
for a number of reasons. First, individuals or they fail to engage trinip thP m.mhpr nf fire* anrf'falw £
tne rigor or tnose intern
students, when persuaded that other minds in the essential give- ^ ^ ^ & t ^
^ ' - ' T
^ m
^
^ open curriculum. We have done
something should happen, have a and-take that makes the College a l a r m s t h a t w e h a d l n 1 9 7 6 -ateness As we increase the num- less well in expressing our aspirashort time perspective. Faculty and intellectually invigorating. .
On a more positive note, the °et °t internships a thorough tions for the undergraduate years.
Ideally students should insist we
administrators are likely to take a
If that is a tolerable description, majority of students arrive at review of the guidelines is in order.
hold them up to the highest
long-range view. But the second then some propositions follow log- Trinity prepared to become someA second step is to determine
reason is more important: colleges ically. No matter how persistent the thing more than they were before, the grounds on which we make standards of achievement; in praclike Trinity are singular places.
rumors, the administration is not We spend, time and money in j u d g m e n t s a b o u t t h e importance of tice they quite properly draw
conclusions based on the values
What' is Trinty really like? reorganizing everything. That admissions to search out those p a r t l c u I a r c o u r s e s and programs
Obviously it is idyllic — in part would be: neither possible nor candidates with the strongest self- A
discipline that does not help they see represented in our. apbecause it is a carefully circum- desirable. We are'fine tuning what motivation, which we then seek to s t u d e n t s achieve some understand- proach to the academic life. Wescribed but' essentially generous has always been a superb staff. We nurture insiae the classroom and .
of the moral and social issues now need to explicate what we
federation^ Others may prefer a may consolidate certain operations out.
'
before us wUl not survive long. expect and how we think we can
best achieve our goals.
reference to academic freedom and £ ve £
. n e x t tW° y e a t s ! n a n e ^ r t
My second topic is the state of W e prepare people for leadership
the open community. Nevertheless, ^ ° * *° i m P r o v e "J^, semces and to t h e c u r r i c u l u m > T h i s y e a r > s A n n u a l by developing a capacity for judgthe use of the term federation ™ w d o w n c o s t S l l h l s a d J u s t ™ « Report raises the question of the ment within a setting where the
The TRINITY TRIPOD, Vokl
reminds us that, unlike many an '
necessary complement to p h i i o s o p h y of education, which significance of what we learn is
77, Issue 1, Sept. 12, 1978.
enterprise, , the ties that bind ]>ru|SmSLJ n e ^ n u m b e r ^ ot tacuity d
inform the academic measurable in some fashion. Often
Of
The TRIPOD is published
. ...
programs at a liberal arts college, it is a matter of einpasis. DuPlessis
faculty and students together with- ° T .
weekly on Tuesdays, except
is that we are W e h a y e r e a c h e d a p o } n t j n t {, e Mornay is fun to study in political
in Trinity are essentially intang- W f t a t I s p r o p e r
vacations, during the acedemible: it is the impact of an idea that ^ t ^
u m a n y P e r s o n s . evolution of the present curriculum science, but you cannot have" a
ic year. Student subscriptions
leads to the kind of search for . m]
\f.se c " a n S e s - *nev a ^ e when we must review the pertin- department specializing in such
are included in the student
wisdom that characterizes a liberal sm%}y. a d J u s t m fnts which todays' e n c e o f o u j . o ff erings . I t w a s political theory today. Political
activities fee; other subscriparts college at its best. Turn the c o n d . l t I o n s a n d financial constraints i n s t r u c t i v e t o those,-:rf u s w h o a r e scie nce must come to grips with
tions are $12.00 per year, the
observation over: students and r e < I u l r e i
members of the institutional Prior- policy issues and their resolution in
TRIPOD is printed by the
faculty are not bound together by
The success of a college hinges ities Council to see how we skirted practice. Since all we know is
Palmer Journal Register;
politics or employment; it is only on the style and good, faith effort of the curriculum in favor of topics basically the past, we shall not fail
Palmer, Mass., and published
tangentially a matter of residence, many, many people. How a class is.-1'fce admissions, facilities, and the to transmit our inheritance. But it
at Trinity College, Hartford,
TJhis unusual community of schol- taught, how quickly papers are neighborhood. When we did ad- is well to remember at the same
Connecticut, under the Act of
' '"• and learners is eccentric in the graded (and how provocatively), dress the curriculum, the conclu- time that all our decisions concern
K J ij
March 3, 1879. Advertising
" " * that word: it is how students befriend one another, sion was that it lacked coherence.
the future.
rates are $2.10 per column
^ X .most sodo-eco- how alumni are remembered, how
Meanwhile let me suggest some
Let me come at the question
few's1!;^t is out of the consistently we bring intelligence, o f the considerations to which I from a different angle. Higher inch, $37 per quarter page,
$72 per half page, and $128 for
centers witli^'*^*"113' h > S n M m y faifness' a n d generosity to the h °pe the faculty will give attention education seems to be divided into
a full-page.
changes come si «" Tne *efore, daily routines will determine the this year. First, ten years is, so two camps today. There are those
'*'
quality of life on this campus.
obvious a time interval for a review who argue that the faculty should
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Students Adjust to Construction Problems
jiffC**"*,

'
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Construction materials clutter up the area outside the New South
Campus Dormitory, the dormitory, one of the first in the nation
designed to be totally accessible to the handicapped, is scheduled to
be completed and occupied In late September. p h o t o b y A n n e Bergeron

SGA Revives
A problem that received a great
deal of publicity last year concerned itself with the lack of
communication between the administration and Student Government Administration, In an effort
to rectify this and other problems it
was decided late last year that the
most effective course of action
would be to re-write the now
obsolete constitution, which dates
back to 1970, with a new and active
one which would establish the
student government at Trinity as a
more efficient and representative
body. To these ends, it is hoped
that the new 33 member ' S.G.A.
committee will devote much of its
energy in the coming year.
Tami Voudouris, president protempore of the S.G.A., noted that
recent controversies involving the
S.G.A. were illustrative of institutional problems with the student
government; Issues such as the
debate over the appearance of
Robert Klein and the shortening of
the February open period exemplify the problems of communication
between the S.G.A., its committees, and administration.
It wasn't until May of last year
that there appeared to be any
solution to the communication problem. At that time, Peter Bain '81
drew up and was responsible for
the new constitution which appeared in one of the final Tripod
issues of last year.
It was decided that in order for
the S.G.A. to be more effective, it
would have to govern in a more
direct relationship. Therefore, a
Federalist-type system using
dorms as an" outlet whereby each

student has the opportunity to vote
on people form their dorm seemed
like the most logical procedure to
adopt. In this way, students will
have someone to whom they can
turn. Essentially, the S.G.A. has
added accountability to the new
government. Each member wiH be
a representative, and accountable
to his constituents.
Under the new constitution, the
planning board will have a procedure whereby they can secure an
act and work by a clearly outlined
system. This is intended to stem
entanglements and confusion with
the budget committee, or any other
committees on campus. It will be
the Resident Assistant's duty to
orchestrate the elections after the
notices are sent out in the mailboxes.
Finally, The S.G.A. will have a
panel which will meet with the
administration no less than triweekly which will insure a constant
flow of communication between the
student government and administration.
While many of the problems
which the S.G.A. must face in the
coming year appear to have been
minimized with the new constitution, there are still two issues
which must be addressed.
The
issues are concerned with the
admissions process and minorities.
Voudouris feels that only minimal work has been done in the area
of drawing a larger percentage of
incoming freshman from public
schools. They should be more
active in seeking out students trom
diverse backgrounds. She further
stated that Trinity has not actively
sought out minorities.

by Anne Briglia
Each morning, while scholars of
dreaded 8:30 class are still skulking
after their alarm clocks, workers at
the New South Campus and library
construction sites are busily shaking off the morning chill, stirring up
a new' day of bustle and clatter.
To the surprise of no one,
construction activity at the college
has brought with it a share of
inconvenience and aggravation.
Delays at the south campus site
have necessitated the rehousing of
all of the dorm's scheduled residents, while thesis writers stare
blankly a t . empty library shelves
which used to house their precious
collections.
However, in the esprit de corps
which tends to follow from life's
little hardships, students appear to
be adapting well to the construction
schedule.
The College's policy of "forwarning students about the progress of the new dorm helped to
avoid trouble," according to Tina
Dow, Director of Residential Services. She said that students have
been "surprisingly understanding' ' and expressed thanks that
"students have handled the situation maturely."
Dow is hoping the new dorm
will be ready for occupancy by the
September 22 deadline put forward
by the Associated Construction
Company, the firm doing the
construction. She added, however,
that this date is not definite and
that she may have "a more firm
deadline by the. end of the week."
According to Dow, it may take a
few more weeks after students
have moved in before the project is
completed down to the last detail.
There may, for example, be landscaping or work to do on student
lounges.
Approximately 90 students
have been rehoused, most of them
sophomores, and more of them
men than women. The only feasible
way to rehouse students, said Dow,

was to have them seek temporary
accomodations with friends. More
than half the students involved
were able to find accomodations on
thier own in this way, "bunking in
with a friend" either on or off
campus.
Not all students, however, were
housed in this manner. Over the
summer, the Office of Residential
Services sent out a questionaire to
the prospective new dorm residents
asking them whether they had been
able to make housing arrangements.
Students who had been unable
to procure housing were offered
assistance by the Office. Dow
estimated that 25 students responded to this initial offer, while an
additional 15 students requested
help upon arriving on campus.
These students were placed in
genuine on-campus vacancies. A
number of individuals were placed
in student rooms which were
supposed to be converted into
lounges. Such projects, however,
will not be undertaken until all
students have occupied the new
dorm.
In lieu" of the inconvenience to
the displaced students, the College
has devised a renumeration schedule. Students living in off-campus
housing will have their term-time
rental reduced by $27.50 (the
charge for one week's rental),
while students living in on-campus
housing will have their term-time
rental reduced by $13.50 (one half
the weekly rental) for every week
the occupancy of the new dorm is
delayed, but only if the delay is the
result of incompletion of the construction.
Dow also added that a study of
the dorm rating system will be
undertaken this fall, so that the
rating system may change in
response to student opinion. She
said, however, that regard/ess of
the rating system employed, she
hoped that the inconvenience to the

new dorm residents is taken into
account in next year's lottery.
Vice-president Smith attributed
the construction delay at least in
part to the poor weather conditions
last winter and to the discovery of
rock which necessitated a few days
of blasting. He added that the
construction had proceeded at a
steady rate.
Naming the dorm "takes a
while" according to Tina Dow. She
noted that Smith, Wheaton, and
Jackson were known as Dorm A, B,
and C for some time. Vice-president Smith said that the Trustees
are responsible for this task.
The library addition and renovation, the second major construction site on campus, will not be
completely finished until December, according to Ralph Emerick,
the Librarian.
Presently the B floor and the
third floor are closed, since extensive work is being done in these
areas. Emerick 'estimates that the
seating capacity has been reduced
by about 200 seats.
Within two or three weeks,
according Emerick, the third floor
should be opened and the remaining work to be done will be
confined to the newaddition itself.
When the first floor opens, it will
have study carols around the
perimeter of the floor, with carpeting underneath. Emerick predicts
that the new seating capacity will
be sufficient for approximately 600
students.
In December, the carpeting will
be put in'and books will be moved'
into the addition. In the meantime,
Emerick said books in storage may
be requested at the circulation
desk. Books requested from storage
will be taken out once a day, unless
demand necessitates more frequent trips.
The Watkinson Collection has
been moved from the third floor to
the B floor.

College Meets Dana Challenge
Trinity College has been
awarded a $103,000 grant by the
Charles A. Dana Foundation of
Greenwich, Connecticut as a result
of the record-breaking alumni fund
campaign for 1977-1978.
Last September, the Dana
Foundation challenged Trinity to
increase its alumni giving by
$75,000 over the previous year and
to increase participation by 10%.
Responding to the challenge, 4394
alumni contributed over $373,000.
The final result surpassed all
the terms of the challenge except in
the area of participation', where the
college fell short by 1%. Trinity
therefore qualified for $103,000 out
of a possible $105,000 offered by
the Foundation.

This is the largest dollar and
participation total in the history of
the College, according to Constance E. Ware, Director of Development. "The challenge, the first
ever received for the alumni fund,
provided new incentive for alumni
to give and resulted in unprecedented levels of alumni contribution. The impact of the challenge
will be felt for years to come as we
build on this success," Mrs. Ware
said.
Other contributions to the annual giving campaign included
$201,000 from parents, friends of
Trinity, and business and industry
associates. The total of $667,679
will be used to support the ongoing expenses of the College.

Local leaders in the fundraising
campaign included Morrison H-:
Beach, chairman of the board and
president of the Travelers Corporation and a Trinity trustee, who was
chairman of the Business and
Industry Associates; and James B.
Lyon, w n o w a s chairman of the
Friends of Trinity Fund.
The concert scheduled for Saturday, September 9th on the Quad
was cancelled due to a breach of
contract which was neither the fault
of the S.G.P.B.. nor the artists'
'Pierce Arrow."
Charles McCarthy
Director of Student Services

McKee Honored

Si

I

Dr. Clyde D- McKee Jr. has
been selected as Connecticut's
1978 distinguished public administrator in recognition of his direction
of the Trinity College Legislative
internship Program. The Karl
Bosworth Memorial Award was
presented to McKee by the
Connecticut Chapter of the
American Society For Public
Administration at an awards dinner
held recently in the Connecticut
Medical Center.
\
,
In addition to directing the
Internship Program for the last
decade, McKee served as chairman
in reestablishing the Connecticut
Chapter of ASPA in 1967 and
creating the first New England
Regional Conference in 1968. He

has served as chapter president,
regional chairman and has cha.ired
several national committees.
Before joining the Trinity Faculty in 1965, McKee associated
with the Foreign Administrators'
Training Program at the University
of Connecticut. During 1971-72, he
served as a Nation Public Administration Fellow chairing the U.S.
Labor Department's statistical reorganization committee and also
served on the National Manpower
Task Force. For the past four years,
he has been a member of the New
England Municipal Clerks' Institute at Newport, R.I.
McKee i's also the author of
numerous books and articles on
public administration.

A group of hungry first day freshman line op for a barbecue that was part of orientation activities
August 30. This picnic, located on the life Sciences Quad, was one o! four sponsored in each
dormitory iM>ne by College officials.

Photo by Suwathin Phiansunthon
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New Staff Arrives
This year, eight new administrators, nineteen professors and
three graduate assistants have
joined the Trinity administrative
staff and faculty. Viola M. Breit
has been appointed Rare Book
Cataloguer. Cheryl R. Ives has
taken the position of Assistant
director of Career Counseling, and
Barbara Robinson-Jackson, the
position of Assistant Dean of
Students.
Reggie E. Kennedy has joined

the Trinity staff as Assistant
director of Admissions and Coordinator of Minorty Recruitment.
Joining the library staff, is Patricia
A. Kiser who has been appointed
cataloguer. Charles E. McCathy,
formerly interim Director, has been
appointed Director of Student
Services. The position of Assistant
Director of Financial Aid has been
filled by Irene M. Rodriguez.
Linda F. Alwitt is joining the
Trinity faculty as a Visiting Pro-

fessor of Psychology. Appointed
Assistant Professors of Fine Arts
are Mardges Bacon and Alden K.
Gorden. Nancy R. Comley has been
appointed Visiting Assistant Professor of English and Leslie G.
Desmangles has joined the departments of Religion and Intercultural Studies as an Assistant
Professor.
Daniel E. Doyle has been
appointed Basketball Coach.
Gerald A. Gunderson is joining the
cont. on page 7

Financial Aid Stretched
cont. from page 1
side awards" were made to students who could then release their
hold on Trinity funds.
As a rusult, about $20,000 was
freed and awarded to the five
applicants who had been promised
Members of the class of 1982 get some help from their femfHea t »
renewed aid» but who had filed
possessions are moved Into Jones Dormitory, photo by Suwathin phiansunthon late.
• Many students who were not
given assistance question to what
degree this year's over commits
ment to freshmen affected the
The Buildings and Grounds refusal of aid to upperclassmen.
Department reported that more
Because money, had to be
Parents Weekend will be Fri- than 15 fire extinguishers have especially granted to the Financial
day,. October 13 thru Sunday, been set off during the first week of aid office, and other funds were
collected at registration, some stu• October 15. Parents whose last school, Dow reported.
dents feel the decisions about the
name begins with a letter i n j h e
destribution of that money were not
first half of the alphabet (approxas systematically made, and perimately) will be invited to the
The Committee on Institutional haps not as fair as in the past.
Friday night dinner; parents whose
last name begins with a letter in the Cooperation is providing two-year
Taylor indicated that these feellast part of the alphabet will be fellowships for minority students ings reflect the whole problem of
invited to Saturday's dinner. Stu- interested in post-graduate work in whether priority should go to
dents are invited to accompany the social sciences and the human- upperclassmen or freshmen when
their parents to all of the week- ities. Recipients of the fellowships distributing funds. He did add,
may use them at any one of the Big "There were relatively few people
end's activities.
If you have any suggestions for Ten Universities and the University we could not help."
The question asked most freprograms or events that you would of Chicago, provided they are
like to hold that weekend, please accepted for admission to Graduate quently in respect to this .situation
contact Gael M. O'Brien, Assistant study. The fellowships provide full is: How and why did more freshtuition, plus a stipend of $4,000, for men receive financial assistance?
to the President;
each of two academic years. The
Although there were more
deadline for application is January freshmen offered admission this
15, 1979. For more information year than last year, and more
contact
Roger Wyman at 312-866- acceptances than expected (5%
Two young nuclear engineers
from Westinghouse Electric Com- 6630, or Josehp Taylor at 812 more), about the same percentage
of students as in the past were
pany will discuss "The Future of 337-0822.
offered financial assistance. The
Nuclear Power" Tuesday, Sept. 12
Fellowships are being offered
difference this year was that 9%
at 4 p.m. in Wean Lounge.
by the National Research Council in
Karen Adelson and Richard study or work leading to master's more students than had been
Holland are expected to present the or doctoral degrees in mathemati- estimated accepted the offers of
'
case for development of nuclear cal, physical, medical, biological, financial aid.
The problem for the Admissions
power. The two engineers4: have engineering, and social sciences
•undertaken the lecture circuit of andj in the history and philosophy of office, now, will be to decide how to
their own initiative.
science. Applicants must be TJ.S; better estimate the .number of
citizens, they are judged on .the acceptances of financial help. Albasis of ability'. All applicants must though the Financial aid office
take the Graduate Record Examin- determines the amount of need, it
Two1 fresman males were e- ations given on December 9, 1978. is the Admissions office which
victed from College housing Friday The deadline for submission of decides how many persons will be
after admitting- they have set off a applications is November 30, 1978. offered aid.
The Admissions office will have
number of fire extinguishers in For further information contact
dormitories.
Fellowship Office, National Re- to decide whether an increase in
Director of Residential Ser- search Council, 2101 Constitution general acceptances of admission
will always mean a corresponding
vices, Tina Dow, said that the Ave., Washington D.C., 20418.
increase in acceptances of financial
freshman will be banned from
campus housing for a semester.
For anyone interested in in- aid.
Mr. W. Howie Muir, current
: The pair may appeal to re-enter depth studies of education and
dormitories during the Trinity community life, The Lisle Fellow- director of Trinity's Admissions
Term. " I won't guarantee that ship, Inc. is- offering on location Office, pointed out that it must be
we'll let them back in, however," seminars in Cuba, India, and decided whether to view this year's
Atlanta, Georgia. The programs increase in acceptances as " a
Dow said.
She added that the two were emphasize "field experience" and
evicted for a semester because they begin in January. They range in
are freshman. "If they had been price from $350 to $1,250. The
upperclassmen I probably would deadline for application is Novemcont. from page I
have evicted them permanently, ber 1. For details write to Martin
English acknowledged that the
Tillman, Program Director, The
Dow said.
Sullivan Principles have . been
"I simply won't permit people Lisle Fellowship, Inc., 1623 Bel- under widespread attack as not
to endanger other peoples' lives— mont St., N.W., Washington, D.C. being effective, but a,dded that he
20000
it can't be tolerated,'' Dow stated.
thought they have been generally
helpful.
" I do sense a sincere effort on
the part of the corporations to do
what they can within the conall hours
Jaekson-Wheaton bridge
straints of the system,"'English
all
hours
Jarvis 218-220
said.
j
• „ • ' • •
all hours
Jones basement lounge
Colleges that depend on investevery night (4:00 p.m. to midnight) ,
Life Science Center 133
ment to help keep them afloat face
every night (4:00 p.m. to midnight)
1 Life Science Center 135
a big problem when trying to
every night (7:00 p.m. to midnight)
,1 Life Science Center 136
decide whether to divest holding in
every night (4:00 p.m. to midnight)
,' [\ Life Science Center 137
companies that invest in South
•}'•] \ McGook Math-Physics 305 Tuesday-Sunday (4:00 p.m. to midnight)
Africa, he added.
every night (4:00 p.m. to midnight)
Practically every big company
every night (4:00 p.m. to midnight)
< 1 McC
in the United States invests in
Library Monday.Friday (7:00 p.m. to midnight)
',• 1 N^ri
South Africa in some way, he siad.
all hours
"If you sell GM what do you buy?"
\ Seabury 16
every night (4:00 p.m. to midnight)
he asked.

Campus Notes-

parents Weekend

Fellowships

Engineers Lecture

Students Evicted

Investments

Study Spots

of these estimations as well as what
money the Federal and State
governments dicede to distribute in
any given year. And, as both Mr.
Muir and Mr. Taylor will point out
college costs are on the rise.
This year all the students
funded on a renewal basis eventually received the money needed,
even those who filed late. Next
year, however, that will not be the
case. John Taylor stated, "Next

year, the policy will be not to accept
late applications."
Mr. Taylor also emphasized
that though problems can, occur
which the student can not necessarily control, "it is the student's
responsibility to see to it that his
application is filed correctly and on
time."
Mr. Taylor urges students to
read the Financial Aid information
pamphlet and the Handbook.

Absent Scholars
cont. from p. 5

MACK, John W.,'79
NOVICK, Carol J., '80
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19174
SMALL, Jennifer H.,'SO
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19174
WAGNER, Audrey A.,'80
University of Pansylvania
Philadelphia, PA 19174
WILKINS, Susan M.'80
Goucher College
Towson, Maryland 21204
WRENN, Patricia A.,'80
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pa. 19174
CRAIG, Jeffrey D.,''80
John Carroll University "
Cleveland, Ohio 44118
SNASLIAN, Lauri A., '80
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pa. 19174.
\
MERRILL, Andrew?. '80
Boston University
Boston, Mass.
ROLFE, Susan E.'80
University 'of Wiscoknsin
Madison, Wisconsin

GOLDBERG, Anne M., '80
Wellesley College
Wellesley, Mass. 02181
WACHTELL, Karen L., '80
Wellesley College
Wellesley, Mass. 02181
WEBB, Karyn R., '80
Wellesley College
Wellesley, Mass. 02181
BOUTENEFF, Peter C , ' 8 1
Wesleyan University
Middletown, t:t. 06457
FEELDMAN, Jonathan I., '81
Wesleyan University
Middletown, Ct. 06457

t

SAUNDERS, Gary, '79
Wesleyan
University
Middletown, Ct. 06457
VUYLSTEKE, Susan A., '80
Wheaton College
Norton, Mass. 02766
Students Participating in the Fall
Semester Program of the Barbieri
Center, 1978
AMBROSE, Ms. Judith L., '80
ANGELASTRO, Ms. Susan S. '80
BAKER, Anthony W.'80
BLANCAFLOR, Ms. Suraane L. '80
BLOOM, Ms. Lisa E. '80

Trinity Students Participating in the
12-college Exchange Program for
1978-1979
BROOKS, David C , '80
Amherst College
Amherst, Mass. 01002
IVINS, Sarah, '80
Bowdoin College
' Brunswick, Maine 04011
BATISTICH, Madeline C , '80
Connecticut College
New London, Ct. 06320
BEERMAN, Joseph A., '81
0 ' Neill Memorial theatre Center
305 Great Neck Rd.
Waterford, Conn. 06385
KENNEDY, Lynn,'79
O'Neill Memorial theatre Center
305 Great Neck Rd.
Waterford, Conn. 06385 .
VLAMYNCK, Susan R., '80
Dartmouth College
Hanover, N.H. 03755
BEDALL, Jane G., '79
Wellesley College
Wellesley, Mass. 02181

BURBANK, Ms. Suzanne '80
FAULKNER, Ms. Edith G. '80
GALLAGHER, Ms. Catharine '80
JACKSON, Ms. Kris A.'80
LOBELLO,PanIT. '80
MILLER* Nancy K.'79
PELLETIER, Ronald P. '79
ROSENTHAL, Ms. Amy G. '80
SAGER, Richard D.'79
• SCHEEBNER, Mark R. '80
DICES, Ms. Anne '80
VORDER BRUEGGE, Ms. Sarah
^ t >gQ
Address and Telephone Numbers
for The Barbieri Center / rome
Campus
c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo die Publicii, 2
00153 Rome, Italy
Convent Telephone Number:
574-2000
BC/RC Office Telephone Number
at Convent: 570-456

T
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Where Have All The Students Gone?
Trinity Students on Academic Leave COLE, Kathleen O. '80
of Absence-Foreign for Christinas Institute of European Studies/
Vienna
Term or Full Year 1978-1979
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
A1010 Vienna I, Austria
CONN, Lisabeth A. '80
ABBOTT, KatrinaS.'80
Ithaca College Program intondon
Beaver CCEA/Bangor
35 Harrington Gardens
#10 College Road
London SW7, England
Upper Bangor, Gwynedd
CRAVEN, Anne M. '80
Wales, United Kingdom
School of English & American
ABRAMSON, Gary '80
Studies
Institute of European Studies/ University of East Anglia
Norwich NR4 7TJ, England
Madrid
Avenida de los Reyes Catolicos 4
DAVIS, Amy L. '80
Ciudad Universitaria
Columbia University Programs in
Paris
Madrid 3, Sapin
Reid Hall -— 4 rue d.e Chevreuse
ADAMS, Brace C , Jr. '80
75006 Paris, France
Institute of European Studies/
D0CAL,RosaM.'80
Vienna
Smith College Junior Year in Italy
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
Smith Center
A1010 Vienna I, Austria
Piazza Antinori 2
ADELMAN, Susan '80
Institute of European studies/ Firenze (Florence)/Italy
London/Track I
DREW, E. Lanler '80
35 Craven Terrace, Lancaster-Gate
Intercollegiate Center for Classical
London W2, England
(British and European Studies Studies
Group in London Srping Term ViaAlgardi, 19
1-00152, Rome, Italy
1979)
FALLON, Francis I., Jr. '80
New York University in France
ADLER, William '80
56 Rue de Passy
Institute of European Studies/
75016 Paris, France
Vienna
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
FELL, Kathleen H.'80
A1010 Vienna I, Austria
Columbia University Programs in
ANDR1AN, Barbara L.'79
Paris
Reid Hall - 4 rue de Chevreuse
British & European Studies Group
75006 Paris, France
,
BCMBox403
London WCIV 6XX
FICKS.JaJmteA.'79
(office at 10 York Terrace East)
Institute of European Studies/
London/Track I
BATES, Ellen M. '80
Institute of European Studies/ 35 Craven Terrace, Lancaster Gate
London W2, England
Vienna
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
FITZPATKICK, David W. '79
A1U10 Vienna I, Austria
Institute of European Studies/
London/Track II
BENZ, Gilbert F.'80
35 Craven Terrace, Lancaster Gate
Institute of European Studies/
London W2, England
Durham
University of Durham
FLINN, Carol A. '79
Old Shire Hall
Institute of European Studies/Paris
Durham, England DH1 3HP
77, rue Daguerre
75014 Paris, France
BERKOWITZ, Cheryl B. '80
School of English & American
GERMAIN, Pamela J'. '80
Studies
Institute of European Studies/
University of East Anglia
London/Track II
Norwich NR4 7TJ, England
35 Craven Terrace, Lancaster Gate
BERNSTEIN, BettinaE. '79
London W2, England
Beaver CCEA/London
(Winter/Spring terms at DartShield House
mouth , on
Twelve
College
26, Egerton Gardens
Exchange)
London SW3 2BP, England
BLOCK, Elizabeth W.'80
Institute of European Studies/
Vienna
. Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
A1010 Vienna I, Austria

GEBLIN, Joseph J.'80
Institute of European Studies/
Vienna
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
A1010 Vienna I, Austria

BODINE, Tracy W.'80
Beaver CCEA/Bangor
#10 College Road
Upper Bangor, Gwynedd
Wales, United Kingdom

GILLETTE, Lisa M.'79
Institute of European Studies/
Vienna
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
A1010. Vienna I, Austria

BROWN, Margaret Z. '80
Institute of European Studies/
Vienna
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
A1010 Vienna I, Austria

GOLDBERG, Carol A.'80
Institute of European Studies/
Vienna
Freyung 4 Palias Kinsky
A1010 Vienna I, Austria

CANNING, Paul '80
Institute of European Studies/London/Track I
•
35 Craven Terrace, Lancaster Gate
London W2, England

GOODMAN, Valerie A.'80
Syracuse University Program in
Strasbourg
Universite de Syracuse
7, Avenue de la Foret Noire
67000 Strasbourg, France

CHIARA, Nina'80
Columbia University Programs in GREEN, Carol M.'80
Institute of European Studies/Paris
Paris
77, rue Daguerre
Reid Hall- 4 rue de Chevreuse
75014 Paris, France
75006 Paris, France
CLAYTON, Lee A.'80
Institute of European
Vienna
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
A1010 Vienna I, Austria

GREENE, Tracy e.'80
Studies/ Institute of European
Nantes
7, rue des Cadeniers
44000 Nantes, France

Studies/

GREENOUGH, Malcom. W. '80
Institute of European Studies/
Vienna
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
A1010 Vienna I, Austria

McDONALD, James G. '80
Institute of European Studies/
London/Track II
35 Craven Terrace, Lancaster Gate
London W2, England

THRASHER, Elizabeth H.'80
Institute of European Studies/
Vienna
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
A1010 Vienna I, Austria

HALPIN, Kenneth J.'80
Institute of European Studies/
Durham
University of Durham
Old Shire Hall
Durham, England DH1 3HP

McNALLY, Snsan M. '80
Institute of European Studies/Paris
77, rue I
;rre
75014 Paris, France

TERRY, Christine M.'79
St. Lawrence University/Nairobi/
Kenya
St. Lawrence University Study
Center
Westlands Road, Box 43795
Nairobi, Kenya, Africa

HATCH, Christopher H. '80
Institute of European Studies/
Vienna
Fre'yung 4, Palais Kinsky
A1010 Vienna I, Austria
HAUGHTON, Paul A. '80
Institute of European Studies/
Vienna
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
A1010 Vienna I, Austria
HOVEY, Elena G. '80
Great Lakes Colleges Association
c/o CEUCA
Apartado Aereo 16060 •_
Bogota, D.E., Columbia, S.A.
HUEBSCH, Michael O. '80
Institute of European Studies/
London/Track I
35 Craven Terrace, Lancaster Gate
London W2, England

McNEELY.NinaW.'Rft
Institute o European Studies/
London/Track I
35 Craven Terrace, Lancaster Gate
London W2, England
MEELY, Thomas L. '80
Institute of European
Vienna
Freyung 4, Paiais Kinsky
A1010 Vienna I, Austria

Studies/

MOORE, Carol L.'80
Hamilton College Academic Year
in Spain
Institute Internacional
Miguel Angel 8
Madrid 10, Spain
MORRISON, Helen H. '79
Wesleyan in Paris
Reid Hall
4 rue de Chevreuse
75006 paris, France

JEBB, Katharine T. »80
Ithaca College Program in London
35 Harrington Gardens
Londo'n SW7, England

MOSCA, Christopher P. '79
Institute of European Studies/
Vienna
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
A1010 Vienna I, Austria .

KABENCELL, Amy R. '80
Bever CCEA/London
Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW3 2BP, England

PARKER, Elizabeth W. '80
Institute of European Studies/
Vienna
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
A1010 Vienna I, Austria

KAMINSKY, Edward A. '80
London School of Economics
Houghton Street
London, WC2A 2AE, England

PARSONS, Cornelia M. '80
Beaver CCEA/London
Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW3 2BP, England

KING, David M. W. '80
Institute of European Studies/
Vienna
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
A1010 Vienna I, Austria
KOSSOW, Joseph F. '80
British and european Studies
Group
BCM Box 403
London WCIV 6XX
(office at 10 York Terrace East)
LEVINE, Alan P. '80
Ithaca College Program in London
35 Harrington Gardens
London SW7, England

PATRONE, Audrey L. '80
Institute of European Studies/
Madrid
Avenida de los Reyes Catolicos, 4
Ciudad Universitaria
Madrid 3, Spain
PFEIFFER, David H. '80
Institute of European Studies/
Freibury
Erbprinzenstrasse 12
7800 Freiburg im Breisgau
West Germany

PLOUGH, Frances R. '80
Institute of European Studies/
Paris
LICHOTA, Magdalen '80
77, rue Daguerre
Hamilton College Academic Year '75014 Paris, France
in Spain
Institute International
POST, James M.'80
Miguel Angel 8
University of Bristol
• Madrid 10, Spain
Bristol, England (Not a mailing
address)
LINDER, Catherine S. '80
Syracuse University Program in ROLPH, Cynthia J.
Strasbourg
Institute of European Studies/
Universite de Syracuse
Paris
7, Avenue de la Foret Noire
77, rue Daguerre
67000 Strasbourg, France
75014 Paris, France
MADDEN, Michele S. '79
Institute of European Studies/
Vienna
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
A1010 Vienna I.Austria
McCLIVE, Timothy E. '79
Institute of European Studies/
London/Track II
35 Craven Terrace, Lancaster Gate
London W2, England
McCOY, Sarah B.'80
Institute of European Studies/Paris
77, rue Daguerre
75014 Paris, France

WELLS, Linda A.'80
Syracuse University program
Strasbourg
Universite de Syracuse
7, Avenue de la Foret Noire
67000 Strasbourg, France

in
'

WHALL, Mary B. '80
Institute of European Studies/
Vienna
'Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
A1010 Vienna I, Austria
WILSON, Janet R.'80
Instii ite r, ;2ur> i i Studies/
Vienna
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
AlOlOViennal, Austria
WOBST, Franck G. '80
Institute of European Studies/
Freiburg
Erbprinzenstrasse 12
7800 Freiburg im Breisgau
West Germany

r

WROBEL, Edward M,, Jr.
Institute of European Studies/
Durham
University of Durham
Old Shire Hall
Durham, England DH 1 3HP
YEARLEY, Sandra D.'80
Institute of European Studies/
Vienna
Freyung 4; Palais Kinsky
A1010 Vienna I. Austria
ZACKRISON, Mary K. '80
Institute of European Studies/
Durham
University of Durham
Old ShireHall,
Durham, England DH1 3 HP

Trinity Students on Academic Leave
of Absence-Domestic
AFFELDER, Margaret L.,'80
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
ALDERKS, Sarah E., '79
Texas A & M University
College'Station, Texas 77843
ASCHE, Craig E.,'79
BOURGEOIS, Catherine A. '80
Tulane University
New Orleans, Louisiana 70118
DORSEY, Patricia I., '79
Williams/Mystic Seaport Program .
Mystic, Connecticut 06355
FISHER, MarjorieM., '80
University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland 20742

SCHACH, Ann Tracy'80
Hamilton College Junior year in GOGANIAN, Roberta M-, '80
Callison College/University of the
France
Pacific
Reid Hall — 4 rue de Chevreuse
Stockton, California 95211
75006 Paris, France
SEAGER, Elizabeth '80
Institute of European Studies/I
Paris
77, rue daguerre
75014 Paris, France
STUART, STEVEN b. '80
Institute of European Studies/
London/Track I
35 Craven Terrace, Lancaster Gate
London W2, England

GREEN DebraJ., '81
New York University
New York, New York
HERNQUIST, Thomas K., '80
University of Virginia
CharloUesville, Virginia 22903
KATZ, Dina, '81
Sarah Lawrence University
Bronxville, New York 10708
cont. onp-4
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Connecticut
Newspaper Strike Three Ring Circus
by Jon Zonderman
Fred Cieri is not a happy person
today. Neither are Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Gionfriddo. Mr. Cieri and the
Gionftiddos own pharmacies near
Trinity and each week that New
York's three major daily newspapers remain on strike costs them
oney.
Mr. Cieri estimates that each
week ol the newspaper strike costs
him "a'.iout $200, just in newspaper sales, not including the
purchases mad&- by people who
come in here primarily to buy a
paper." Mrs. Gionfriddo, who calls
her Campus Drug "just a small
store." estimates that she and her
husband are losing somewhere in
the neighborhood of S100 a week
because of the strike.
It has been over five weeks
since the publishers of the three
New York papers, the Times, the
Post, and the Daily News announced their plans to cut pressroom staffs by nearly 50% over the
next four years. The publishers
complain that the pressmen work at
an inordinately slow pace, considering the amount of automation
which has made the job so much
easier in recent years.
• According to the publishers, the
pressmen, by working slow, in
effect, create unnecessary overtime
for themselves and unnecessary
bills for the publishers. To combat
this, the publishers wish to cut
pressroom staffs and not complain
about the overtime.
But the pressmen's union,
traditionally one of-the strongest in
the newspaper business, w^uld
have none of this, and walked off
their jobs, demanding that their
bretheren be reinstated in any
contract before any negotiations on
other contract matters would
continue.

Since then, five other unions
have- joined the strike, which is
expected to be a long one. The last
New York newspaper strike
occurred in late 1962 through early
1963, and lasted 114 days. Of the
seven papers which closed down,
only t h r e e , had the financial
resources to reopen after the
walkout ended.
Many observers of the New
York newspaper scene expect that
only two papers will come back on
the street when this strike is over,
with Rupert Murdoch's Post, the
oldest daily in continuous publication in the country (its front page
each day boasts that it was founded
by Alexander Hamilton in 1801)
biting the dust.
This newspaper strike is odd in
many ways. For one, many consider the strike to be essentially a
lock-out rather than a walkout, with
the owners closing the papers
because of the pressmen's refusal
to negotiate a contract that would
deplete their ranks by thousands
through "attrition," including the
dismissal of many part-time workers, over the next few years. Some
people see this as a power play by
the owners to break the powerful
pressmen's union.
The other oddity is the proliferation on scab newspapers on the
streets of New York, and the
bootlegging of major dailies into
New York city from out of town.
Since the strike began more
than five weeks ago, disparate
groups of journalists have banded
together to put out no less than
three strike papers, the City News,
the Daily Metro, and the New York
Daily Press, as well as a radio
show, the "Sunday Papers," (see
related article). Many print
journalists have also put in appearances on television news,

swelling broadcasts to twice and
The greatest gain will obviously
sometimes three times their normal
be made by Newsday, which will
length.
probably steal most of the Queens
circulation of the Post, driving the
In addition to this lack of
support for the pressmen by final nail into the coffin of that
members of the reporters' union is failing enterprise. Other winners in
the attempt by out of town a prolonged strike could be five
newspapers to make a fast buck Connecticut papers, the Hartford
and possibly grab off a small • Courant, the New Haven Register,
portion of the New York read- and the Bridgeport Post and
Telegram, Stamford Journal, which
ership.
are picking up Times readers in the
southwestern portion of the state.

Graphic by Peter Paulsen

Newsday, a Long Island daily,
is leading the bootlegging brigade
into the city, sending an estimated
Perhaps the most interesting
100,000 copies into the Big Apple part of the strike has been the
each day. In addition, the Phila- obvious backing of one or another
delphia Enquirer, and the two strike paper by one or another of
Boston papers, the Globe and the the shut-down dailies.
Herald American have increased
This past Wednesday, the
their press runs to accomodate the entire staff of the interim Dally
New York readers. In total it is Metro walked off the job whenit
estimated that more than a quarter was announced that Post publisher
of a million copies of out of town Rupert Murdoch had bought an
papers are being sold each day in •option on the tabloid, possibly in
New York.
anticipation that he would never
However, these papers are open the doors to the Post offices
unable to satiate the appetites of again. This prompted speculation
the real newspaper junkies, and the that Murdoch would put the
Washington Post and Wall Street resources of the Post into the
Journal have been forced t in- Metro, keeping the non-union
crease.their printings and assume employees who at the Metro,now
the position of the nation's leading and making the paper the first
paper.
non-union enterprise in New York

Democrats Stage Brawl
By Andrew Walsh
The biggest squabble in .the
history of Connecticut's.Democratic Party will be resolved today
when voters go to the polls to chose
a party candidate for governor.
' / Voters will cast their ballots for
either Gov. Ella Grasso or Lt. Gov.
Robert KiJlian.
The primarv, the first in the
party's history for the top spot in
the state government and the first
between a sitting governor and
lieutenant governor, is the result of
a growing split within the Democratic party.
Although widely regarded as
the strongest candidate, Grasso
has alienated many urban Democrats with her conservative fiscal
policies. Hartford Deptuy Mayor
Nicholas Carbone, a key Grasso
backer in her landslide victory in
1974, has described the governor
as " a Republican in Democratic
clothing," and has done everything
in his power to block Grasso's
re-election effort.
Today' s election may be the last
gasp of lon'gshot Killian's political
career. Killian, who was pressured
out of making a run for governor in
1974 bv the late czar of J:he state
party, John Bailey, and Carbone, is
hoping for a light voter turn-out
and a good performance in Hartfoni, his hometown and traditional
prrw (.-rba.se.
The campaign lias been long
on tirewimlis and personal rivalry
and short on substantive discussion
ol issues. e\i>n though Killian
claims to be running an issues
campaign.

Killian's major campaign claim
is that Grasso is a lousy governor.
Grasso, in retrun, has repeatedly displayed her unusually strong
dislike for Killian describing him
publicly as a "gutter politician."
She greeted him at a political rally
in the coastline town of Madison by
saying, "Hello there, you son of a
bitch." •
Killian has tried to provoke as
many of these scenes of Grasso
losing her cool as possible. Grasso
.made her s.o.b. crack in front of a
large audience of reporters and the
incident—usually reported by
quoting a sniffing Bob Killian as
saying that Grasso had called him a
name not mentionable in family
newspapers^—filled the pages of
the state's newspapers for days.
Grasso, an experienced politician known to some as the "Ice
Lady," rarely allows herself to
make serious public faux pas.
Killian's quest is close to the
impossible dream—he is not well
known outside of Hartford and
barely scraped together__ the
necessary 20 percent delegate
count at the party convention in
July to force a primary.
Grasso's forces are, however,
running scared. They fear that a
low voter turnout for the primary
could hurt their candidate— especially since Killian is so popular
in Hartford, the state's Democratic
stronghold.
Grasso's campaign is based on
u "good government" public relations drive. Grasso is presented as
a. .firm, parsiminious, fiscal wizard
vvhtj. saved the state fromm fiscal
ruin in the eatly part of her term

and has since produced gargantuan
budget surpluses while still campaigning for truth, justice, and
being nice to old people, small
children and birds.
Killian claims that Grasso has
not faced the hard issues- aid for
Connecticut's hard pressed urban
areas, tax reform and the crisis in
financing of state public education.
His ads, mostly done in a shocked,
somewhat conspiratorial tone, seek
to publicize Grasso sins of ommission and comission.
Killian told reproters on Saturday that he feels a state income tax
is inevitable. The income tax has
been a taboo subject for Connecticut politicians for years, and
Governor Grasso reiterated her
position against such a tax. She
pointed out the fact that the state
has had three straight surpluses
without the income tax.
This rather untidy bit of politics
is the result of Ella Grasso's failure
of nerve at the state party
convention in late July. Grasso,
who was supported by almost 80
percent of the delegates, failed to
push Killian's delegate count below the 20 percent level—the point
which allowed Killian to file for a
challenge primary.
,
The convention, held over two
sweltering days in Hartford's
Bushnell Memorial, drifted leaderless. Grasso refused to take control
of the convention, and the guiding
hand of John Bailey, who ran the
party for more than two decades,
was sorely missed.
By the second session the
convention had turned into an al
fresco internecine brawl; Deal

in many years.
Many on the staff of the Metro
originally came from the ranks of
the Post. The Post circulation staff
has also been involved in moving
the Daily Metro. And it can only be
assumed that it is Murdoch's
money which has allowed the
Metro to be the only scab paper
able to meet the Associated Press's
demands of $10,000, up front, for a
new subscription to its wires.
Murdoch is obviously losing
money because of the Posts
closing. But in addition to the little
the Metro is bringing in, the
Austrialian press baron is making
the money back in spades through
his other two publications, New
York magazine and the Village
Voice, mostly through dramatically
increased local advertising- in the
two weekly products.
And before anyone knew about
the Murdoch connection with the
Metro, his Voice ran a long piece
by Geoffrey S tillers in the August
28th issue accusing the Times of
backing the City News, and arranging for Times subscribers to receive
that sheet every day. The Times
has finally admitted this connection.
Although no firm connection
has yet been made, one can only
assume that the Daily News is
giving at least its implicit support
to the Daily Press. The Dally
Press's editor is Don Flynn, who is
co-editor of the Dally News's
"People" section. The paper is
carrying numerous Dally News
byline.
All indications are that there is
going to be no fast settlement to
the strike. Every day the papers are
out hurts everyone, especially the
employees out of work and their
families.
It isn'teasy to put blame on one
side or another in any strike. One
can only hope that enough level
heads will get together to allow a
solution and a resumption of
publication.

['Sunday Papers'1 On Air
Connecticut residents who
have been lonely on Sundays
without their new York Times
since the pressmen went out
on strike five weeks ago now
will be able to have their
Sunday newspaper read to
them, courtesy of WPBH,
Hartford's public broadcasting
station.
WPBH began airing "The
Sunday Papers," a two hbur
compendium of the news
reported by journalists from
the three major New York
dailies, on August 27th, one
' week after the show made its
debut on WNYC AM and FM,
New York's municipal radio
station.
As of this time, WPBH is
the only radio station other
than the producing station,
WNYC, which is carrying the
radio show, which makes one
wonder whether other stations
in areas with large New York
newspaper readerships feel
that broadcasting the show
would be tantamount to
breaking the picket lines.
WPBH spokesperson Debbie Anderson told the Tripod
that the station did not considmaking, back-stabbing, threat
making and an infinite number of
forms of cajolery were the order of
the day as crowds of politicos filled
the hall and overflowed into the
streets around the building.
The fruits of this party strife
may be bitter when the Democratic
slate faces a strong Republican

er this an issue when making
its decision to air the show.
"Our only .motivation is to
provide a relief from the lack
many of our listeners feel by
not having a Sunday New York
paper." So far, she says, no
one has complained about the
station's actions.
—J.Z.—

Pressmen May
Strike in B-TowrJ
The choice of newspapers I
to read in the Hartford area
may be smaller in the near
future.
The Pressmen's Union in
Boston voted Sunday to
authorize Union officials to call
a strike.in the event that they
can not reach a new contract
agreement with the two major
Boston dialies, the Globe and
the Herald American.
The pressmen have been
working without a contract
since last December. Although
'no strike date has been set,
one could be called within the
week.
ticket in November.
In the meantime, today's election loses much of its punch. The
State Election Commission announced Friday that today would
not be observed as an official
election day—so all the bars in the
state can remain open.

V
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Connecticut
South End Fiesta Successful

Connecticut In Breif
by Jon Zonderman

by John Lelsenring

Seven Clams Arrested
Seven members of the Connecticut chapter of the Clamshell
Alliance were arrested last Monday at the Seabrook nuclear power
plant construction site on the New Hampshire coast. The seven
were part of a Clamshell "assault team" which conducted a
peaceful sit-in on the power plant site. The Clamshell Alliance has
been protesting the construction of the Seabrook plant for the past
three years.
In May 1977, 1414 protesters were arrested, including many
from the Connecticut chapter. This past summer, an anti-nuclear
festival was held on the Seabrook site. The weekend festival
attracted an estimated. 15,000 demonstrators ans was held totally
without incident. Since that time, small groups of protestors have
been conducting sit-ins on a bi-weekly basis. None of the seven
people arrested last Monday posted bail, and all are in Rockingham
County Jail awaiting trial later this month.

Teachers Win Interest Award
The Connecticut State Labor Relations Board ruled late last
month that the Board of Education in North Branford "negotiated in
bad faith" with teachers, and ordered the JBoard to pay interest o
illegally withheld increments in teachers salaries. In addition, the
SLRB ordered that the town include major medical insurance
coverage to all their teachers. i

Council Blasts Physicians
The Greater Hartford Council on Alcoholism has criticized a
University of Connecticut Health Center official who has been
conducting an experiment by giving alcoholics drinks of scotch. The
CHCA released a statement late last month disassociating itself
from the experiment, and reassuring its clients that it will not refer
anyone to such in experiment. The council has also appointed a
special panel to investigate and evaluate the validity of using
alcoholics in experiments.

Andy West Day
About 100 runners joined Andy West in a 12 mile run from
Bradley Airport to Bushnell Park this past Saturday to help
celebrate Andy West Day. The twenty year ofd Farmington native
recently completed a 2500 mile run from Maine to Marathon
Florida. The run wa sponsored by the Hartford JayCees and Aetna
Insurance Company, and raised over $100,000 for Muscular
Dystrophy. West, who has been running for charity for seven years,
is currently planning a West Coast run from Seattle to San Diego to
Las Vegas, which he hopes to run within the next year or so after
spending the winter working in order to earn his training costs.

m

m

m

Amid much speculation and
doubt among city officials, the Fire
Department, and merchants in
Hartford's South End, the idea of
an Italian Festa has lived on. This
past weekend, that idea became a
reality.
"No one believed I could pull
this off," exclaimed Tracy Chappell, public relations manager of
the Franklin Avenue Fiesta Association. "I told them all that we
would draw about 20,000 people
this weekend and already we are
projecting far in excess of this
amount. We've had people here
from Toronto, Southern New Jersey, and New York.
"You are witnessing a
dream come true," said Mrs.
Connie Frasca, a member of FAFA.
The concept of holding an
Italian Festa in Hartford's South
End has been in the planning,
stages for the last two years. Thirty
y^ars ago parades and festas were
commonplace in the old Italian East
Side, where Constitution Plaza is
now situated.
In the past two years, the
community has sponsored performances by the Italian Bread and
Puppet theatre in Hartford as well
as several concerts in Goodwin
Park. During that time, there has
been a growing interest in amuch
larger celebration.

Italian culture, ranging from the
sale of Italian cuisine to tables
offering handmade jewelry and
Nostalgia Italiana.
Bob Italia, (Trinity '61) who is
part owner of Nifosa Travel Agency, called the festa a "marvelous
opportunity for many to eat, drink
and be merry."
Besides the booths the festa
included such activities as an
opening ceremony, a parade, Italian music and dance groups, magic
shows, and an outdoor Mass said in
Italian.
The politicians were also out in
full force. Democratic Governor
Ella Grasso, the only Italian
gubernatorial candidate, was cultivating her ethnicity, while "Irish
Bob" Killian received a warm
reception from the South Enders,
who he introduced himself to as
' 'Bob Killian, and I'm going to beat
Ella Grasso this Tuesday." Republican gubernatorial candidates Ron
Sarasin and Lou Rome were also
pressing the flesh.
Other highlights of the celebration included the judging of

homemade wine, an exhibition by
top Jocal soccer players, a,nd a
greased pole contest.
John Johnson, parade chairman
of FAFA, gives much credit to the
city for sponsoring the endeavor.
"Although the initial reactions to
our plans were negative, we soon
found that once the city believed
this to be serious their cooperation
was phendminal. They have bent
over backwards to help us."
"We have also had no problems
with financing. We have received a
steady flow of contributions, from
one dollar to one hundred,"
Probably the biggest problem
overcome by the committee was the
choosing of dates for the festa.
Since the Feast of St. Anthony
takes place in Boston during the
first week of September and the
Feast of San Gennaro is scheduled
in New York during the second
week the committee had to
schedule between the two.
With the success of this year's
festa, the outlook for future annual
celebrations can only appear to be
bright.

In April of last year, two groups
of citizens interested in the idei of
a festa merged and founded FAFA.
The goals of the organization are to
promote economic development,
Crowds stroll along Franklin Ave. In Hartford's South Had
Photo
interest, and exposure for the
by Fritz Eberle
South End.
'*•
The two-day event took place in
the seven block area on Franklin
Avenue between Adelaide and
ment as a Visiting Artist-in-Dance.
cont. from page 4
Brown streets and featured booths
The new Graduate Assistants
displaying different aspects of Trinity Faculty as a Professor of
are Larry W. Mattison, who will
ujonomics. Steven L. Noch has assist with football coaching and
been appointed Lecturer in History ' teach physical education, Carmen
and Mary S.T. Kenealy, Artist-in M. Palladino who will also assist
Residence in Studio Arts.
with football coaching and teach
Helen S. Lang is joining the physical education and Randy
Philosophy Department as an Pearsal, who has been appointed
Assistant Professor. Kathleen M. Sports Information Director.
Lipkovich has been appointed
Several changes have also been
Coach of Women's Athletics, and made in the Trinity Admistrative
!
Kenneth Lloyd-Jones, Visiting staff. Louise M. Fisher, formerly
Professor of Modern Languages.
Assistant Director of the IndividAlso joining the Trinity Faculty ualized Degree Program and
are Edward J. McKenna as a Admissions officer has been
Lecturer in Economics, Pauline J. appointed Director of IDP and
Murray as Lecturer in Psychology Admissions officer. Leaving her
and Richard C. Pappas as Visiting post as Associate Registrar to
Assistant Professor of Physics. become Registrar is Joanne M.
Steven H. Samurak has been Miller. Kathleen L. Frederick,
appointed Lecturer in Psychology Associate Director of Public
and Mark A. Snyder,. Lecturer in Relations has been appointed
Physics. Gene Sogliero has joined Director of Media Relatipns.
the Mathematics department as an
Doris M. Shapiro, formerly
Assistant Professor and Carl W. Serials Cataloguer, has been
Tillmanns III, the Dance Depart- appointed Serials Librarian.

New Staff

Eat in or Take out

CAMPUS
PIZZA

Pizza

Hot Oven Grinders
Spaghetti

Greek Salad

Tel.: 241-3163

1258 Broad Street
(Between Version St.
and Allen PI.)

CAMPUS PIZZA
would like to welcome
everybody at Trinity College
back to school
and we hope that you have
a very successful year.
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Editorial
Up And At 'Em
Trinity College can be an extraordinary place to spend what is an
all too short period of your life. While we hope that that isn't news to
returning students, we believe that it might be for new ones.
No doubt much of your time will be spent with books; other
periods of time will be spent partying. It is important, though, that
you don't let "your college experience end with these two activities.
Books and parties can be found on any campus; it is other
opportunities that can make Trinity siich a rewarding place to be.
Student organizations on campus cater to all sorts of interests. If
you san't find one that appeals to you, do as many in recent history
have done, create your own. Established campus organizations are
too numerous to list here individually. They all share one common
interest, a desire for growing, active membership.
College is not synonomous with campus. Opportunities present
themselves beyond Trinity's gates. Be a Big Brother or Big Sister, get
an internship or "spend some time with someone behind prison bars.

These are just three of the activities awaiting you off campus; there
are more.
. • ''
Above all, get involved. Don't let your Trinity years just pass by.
Time here can be spent doing more than just agonizing over next
week's test or this weekend's_peer blast. College can be merely good
or it can be an immensely rewarding experience. Go for the latter; it
win be time well spent.

Keep It Down
With the library an as yet unfinished product, studying becomes
a somewhat more difficult chore. While the study areas set up by the
college might or might not produce the needed space and quiet
dorm rooms can easily produce both.
Of course, it isn't that simple. We've all got to keep the stereo a
little lower, shut a little less, in short, keep a little bit quieter. So
while the construction adds more noise to campus, let us an try to add
less. We have only ourselves to help.

Should We Change Connecticut's Election System?
by Clyde D. McKee, Jr.
Dr. Clyde D. McKee, Jr. Is
assoicate professor of political
science
Today Connecticut's Democrats
will vote for Governor Ella Grasso
or Lieutenant Governor Robert
Killian to represent their party as
candidate for governor. Republicans arc not able to vote because
there is no contest within the
Republican Party for the office of
' chief executive. Thus this is a good
time for us to think about the law
that makes today's Democratic
ejection possible.
Connecticut's challenge primary law is under attack by powerful
political forces. For the past half
dozen years the League of Women
Voters has taken the position that
Connecticut should consider
changing its present law in favor of
the more traditional direct primary.
More recently Jack Zaiman of 'the
Hartford Conrant has advocated a
proposal for simplifying and shortening the state election campaigns
by abolishing" the two-party state
nominating conventions entirely.

Secretary of the State Gloria
Schaffer formally recommended in
a report to the General Assembly
last year that our election system
be changed. Governor Grasso and
Lieutenant Governor Killian have
also said that basic changes may be
needed in our election procedures.
Equally important, supporters of
Senator Lewis Rome, Republican
endorsed candidate for lieutenant
governor, have blamed the financial burdens inherent in the
primary system for forcing Senator
Rome away from a head to l\ead
contest with Congressman Ronald
Sarasfh, thereby denying republicans a choice of candidate for
governor.
We have been constantly reminded that the race between
Governor Grasso and Lieutenant
Governor Killian is an historic
event, which in an earlier day state
Democratic Chairman John Bailey
could have avoided. On the other
hand,. Republican Chairman Frederick Beibel has been praised for
his success in putting together a
team of candidates that has a real
opportunity for winning the general
election on November 7th.

Unfortunatey, no one has presented the case in favor of keeping
our challenge primary law just as it
is because it is functioning exactly
as it is supposed to function. We
should also note that while there is
strong sentiment for our abandoning our challenge primary, a
committee composed of political
scientists and party officials in
Massachusetts has investigated all
the electoral systems now used by
the various states and has reached
the tentative conclusion that Connecticut has the model that best
meets the needs of the citizens of
Massachusetts.
A brief historical review may be
helpful in understanding why our
neighbors to the north want to have
something we have been encouraged to give up. The first point we,
need to understand is that Connecticut was the last state in the
union to institute a primary law.
This means that our legislators had
the benefit more than 20 years ago
of studying and evaluating the
procedures and results of election
systems used by all the other
states.
The next point we should

Over The Transom:

Getting OnAnd Getting Around

consider is that our challenge
primary law has a longer and more
honored heritage than most of us
may realize. When Charles Evans
Hughes was governor of New York
during the period 1907-1910, he led
a crusade for governmental reform.
Later when he became president of
the National Municipal League, he
continued this reform movement
that spread rapidly to.other states.
In 1921 at the annual conference of the League, Hughes
delivered a speech in which he
recommended the creation of a
state election model based on three
basic concepts: 1. a simple internal
party structure and short ballot of
elective party officers. 2. authority
for party officers to propose party
policy and candidates. 3. a specific
period, at least three weeks before
the general election, during which
rival groups within the party could
challenge the endorsed candidates
and require submission of the issue
to party members in a primary
election. As Connecticut voters "we
understand what these guidelines
mean.

The reform movement initiated
by Hughes was carried on by the
National Municipal League, which
is now recognized as that organization in the United States with great
expertise in construction models
for state and local governments. Its
model city charter has been
adopted by thousands of communities throughout the nation and has
influenced the spread of councilmanager government in Connecticut.
The League in 1951 published a
model direct primary election system designed by Joseph P. Harris.
In this model Harris attempted to
create a system that would provide
the voter with better candidates for
elective office and more alternatives between candidates. He also
wanted a system that would
improve the political parties.
Harris wrote more than a
quarter century ago, "Reform of
the primary system is needed to
bring about healthy, vigorous party
life, to provide more effective party
leadership, to attract abler candicont. on page 11
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by Eric Grevstad

because my job on the Tripod is to
comment on the passing show, I Summit Street long before the
Some 35 years ago, as he likes want to talk about the first weeks of college ever got here.
to tell it, young Theodore Lockwood being—or beingback at—Trinity.
came to Trinity as a freshman,
Trinity is not the kind of school
Starting off badly, some studwhereupon some prank-minded ents are even confused by Orienta- you get bored at, either. Something
student sold him his radiator. In tion. If someone asks "How are you new is going on or going up
succeeding years Dr. Lockwood oriented?", the College can say everywhere you look—from New
went on to become president of the "Toward an undergraduate liberal South Campus, which was ancollege. The enterprising upper- education," but the student has to nounced without warning last fall
classman took a job as a building know where he is.
as the "Home of the 100-Bed
contractor and sold him the PresiDormitory" and which I now hear
F u r t h e r m o r e , .orientation, will have 97 (those 'contractors
dent's House.
Things have never been easy should not be confused with again, skimming a little off the
for freshmen at Trinity—in 1899, orienteering, the sporf of navigat- top), to the new Scandinavianthe entire sophomore class was ing unfamiliar terrain on foot airpdrt-lounge library, which at
suspended for six weeks for hazing against a time limit. Orienteering least" is just as confusing to
upper classmen as it is to freshmen.
the little buggers—and the new- at Trinity involves getting from
comers have usually responded, your 9:30 in Downes to your 10:30
But there is more to a college
during the first days of school, by in Life Science, after the professor
than-architecture. Getting around
going either into a total panic or a has kept you til 10:28. It can all get
Trinity's campus is learned soon
drunken stupor. This year, with the pretty disorienting. enough;, getting on with Trinity
toga party in Jarvis, the freshmen
have gone lower faster than any
Generally speaking, though, people takes a little more doing,
recent incoming group in College Trinity is not the sort of school to but is usually a lot more fun. I am
history. By now they're already get lost at. We are not UCLA proud to have kept my freshman
taaKway through their first Tripod. (which their college humor maga- friends; I am still close to my
' J K ^ ? ? Icome in. I have zine once advertised as "Larger freshman roommate—I had lunch
, on and off Than Europe"), nor are we Dart- with old Darth just last weekend—
mouth, which is a lovely school but and, for the most part, I look back
the entire town of Hanover, on it all very fondly.
for two year*,.,
Which is not to say I'd want to
Hampshire. Hartford has
\ once myself, ttL.B,, l W M n r
be
a freshman again. During my
er,
been
a
college
town,
and
good at it. Based on that,
they were hanging criminals on first year here, I got lost in Mather.
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Don't Drive This Man To Anything

Look. We at the Trinity Tripod are in need of qualified personnel
. to help out in our graphic, layout, photo, and writing departments.
Without a qualified staff, our Editor in-Chief gets nervous. And
when he gets nervous, he enjoys a little tippling.
We don't want you to join if you don't think yon can hack it in our
World Office, located here in Hartford. But if you are confident that
your little bit may keep our Editor off the brink of ruin, then you
may be our savior.
Currently, the Tripod Staff is too small; we can't put out a
newspaper and watch him at the same time. Our Flea: Help us get
our Editor off the streets and back into his office. If you are
qualified, or just want to leam the ins and outs of the newspaper
biz, join the College newspaper—the Trinity Tripod.
^mmmmmmmmmmmmm^^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmwmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmesmmmmmBmfammmmsimm
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So come to our meeting tonight at 7:30 in Wean Lounge. You'll 1
a be glad you did.
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Arts
Brecht, Bach, And Books
by Peter Bain

I can't remember exactly when
it hit me. I think that it was in late
July, Actually, I think that it was as
late July melted into late August
without my realizing it. Then, all of
a sudden, with sand still between
my toes, I came back to all This.
And as I chewed on my institutional
vealiri the vain hope that it would
be tender, I had to ask myself just
what This is.
I mean, who ever really thinks
about it? I don't mean just think
about it, but really think it through.
To quote a not-so-famous one-act
play, "It's weird, really weird."
And four years can pass like four
weeks; it can, seriously. There's a
lot here to get. Of course, that also
means that there's a lot here to
miss. It didn't really matter to me
until I started to think about what
This is. Then, all of a sudden, it
mattered a great deal whether or
not I missed more than I got.
Suddenly I got very greedy. I
wanted to get all that I could. And
that's what this is after all. They
(classically indefinite they) are
giving us a license to be greedy.
We're all here because someone is
paying for us to have the chance to
be greedy.

You see, all at once I realized
that there was more to This than
spending my National Merit Scholarship checks on dope and coke,
although no one will deny that dope
and coke are important parts of
This. But there were also occasional periods spent in regimented
rooms listening to an elder discuss'
things new to my ears. And as time
passed, these mystical things
became a part of my psyche. And
that's good. But there still must
be more, I thought to myself, than
the teachings of the elders.
So'J started to ask people. And I
felt very dumb because everyone I
asked seemed to know exactly why
they were here and what all This is.
They all answered, "You're here to
get an education, stupid. That's
what This is, an education." Well,
it was a humiliating means of
discovery, but at least I knew what
This was: an education.
And I was extremely happy for
about a week, until it started
pounding away in the back of my
brain. And it wouldn't go away.
"What's an educa'tion?" It kept
asking me. So I started to ask
people this, and the answers were
no longer condescendingly absolute. People had different ideas.
Some saw it as a form of abstract
intellectual enlightenment. Others

psychology seminar? Well, it has to
saw it 'as a time for nothing but
work so unceasing that residents of do with the arts, because that is
Sing Sing would prefer a pick and a what the arts are all about,
pile of boulders. Many thought it
was the process of killing four years
•
before entering the world of
business through the door of a
relative. And some thought it
serves as a time for intellectual,
emotional and artistic discovery,
growth
and
development.
Hmmmm...
To be honest, the later suggestion makes the most sense to me.
To limit oneself in a situation like
This, a situation designed to allow
for the greatest possible expansion,
seems to me to be a little silly.
There are many ways to go about
growing and discovering. But there
do seem to be a few constants in
the process. To be perfectly
Marxist about it, each person has a
set of values and ideas, a thesis, if
you will. Education occurs when
this thesis is confronted by an
alternative set of values and ideas,
an antithesis. The person must
then study, evaluate, and choose
among the various parts of the
alternative systems those bits that
seem of the most value and truth.
The product is a new set of values Painting, sculpture, dance, literaand ideas, a synthesis. This ture, and theatre are all the results
constant process of observation, of artists' observations, evaluations
evaluation and decision is, to me at and decisions. The processof proany rate, the essence of education. ducing a play is one of constant
And a person is not likely to get the choices, from the.property itself
greatest education by limiting his
down to the smallest costuming
or her opportunities to observe, • detail. And the overriding motivaevaluate and decide.
tion behind each decision is the
So what does this have ^o do drive to make the show both
interesting to watch and believwith anything besides a bad

able. Because, if a show is both of
these things, then it may affect the
thought patterns of its audience.
And if it does this, it has succeeded
as an art form. It has also educated
the audience in some way. And 1
don't mean in the same didactic
way that Seasame Street educates'
its audience. I mean that a show
can have an effect on the values
and standards of judgement of its
audience.
What it all comes down to is
that the arts can be of tremendous
value to those who are either
participant or patrons. And if all of
us are here for an education and
education does, indeed, involve
one's frequent self-exposure to
antitheses that are many and
varied, then it seems clear that the
arts are of great importance in that
process of personal discovery,
growth and development.
Eureka! Suddenly the meaning
of this heretofore cryptic commentary becomes obvious. The arts are
a major part of all This; and if they
are not to some people, they most
definitely should be. Opportunities
for participation are many and of
easy access. The amount to be
gained in personal growth through
artistic work is immeasurable.
Chances for patronization of the
arts, both in terms of accessability
and cost, will never again be so
stacked in our favor. "So," says
the varsity arts coach, "Get out
there and get involved this year!!"
After all, we really do have nothing
to lose and everything to gain.

Book Review

Bova's Colony Flashy Sci-Fi
Colony
By Ben Bova
1978
Paperback, Pocket
Associate Professor Roger Shoemaker of the Theatre Arts
Department takes a moment during the recent aadltlons for The

by Jon Zonderman

• If there is one genre of
American popular fiction which
photo by Anne Bergeron
has, throughout the years, shown
itself to be tremendously adaptable
to. changes in the cultural tenor of
the nation, it is. science fiction.
ScjFi has, since it's earliest forms,
The Greenery
spirits"; diners next to us brought been used by its authors for many ,
Old Avon Village, Avon
canned cocktails which don't even purposes. Those who study SciFi as
678-0000
rate two stars but do the job). Next, a legitimate art form point out that
our waiter brought us underdon a careful reading of science fiction
quiche lorraine (which as consola- can in many ways point out subtle
Food—***
tion sported an excellent crust: progressions in the social structure
Service—***
$1.25) and escargot—-which on ihe from one period of time to another.
Atmosphere—***
Star- Wars and Close Encounway to our table had been taken
Prices->-for a gourmet restaurant,
frotri their natural^ habitat, stuffed ters certainly' have a different
reasonable
•
into mushroom caps, and covered meaning than War of the Worlds.
with garlic butter (good, but not One of the reasons science fiction
by Sue Rodnon
tell us so much about the times
worth it at $3.75). Also included in can
with Michael White
v
the first course' are slightly over- in which we live is because §o many
Nestled in the hills of Avon, one priced artichoke hearts, fresh fruit of its authors are trying to tell us
what is wrong with those times. «
may find quiet country dining at a cup, and shrimp cocktail.
Science fiction writing affords
Next were soup and salad.
restaurant called The Greenery.
Contrary to what the name implies According to our waiter, Mike's one the opportunity to point out
The Greenery's cuisine is not order of pickle soup (the dujour) is what is wrong on earth by setting
strictly vegetarian (in fact there is not a big seller—three guesses up similar problems in future times
not even one vegie entree); it is why!!!—but it was not as bad as it on fictional planets. It affords one
the opportunity to retell old stories
continental with a French accent. sounds. Sue's French onion ($1.50)
1
in
new planes of being, to be
couldn't
compete
with
the
flavot
of
As the name also suggests
green is the theme of the decor. the escargot, though her crock did prophetic when others have merely
been descriptive.
Pea-green linen tablecloths and abound with melted cheese. Mike's
dinner
salad
was
ordinary,
but
Ben Bova has continued this
napkins graced the serving area
(only downstairs: the upstairs is for Sue's spinach salad ($1.50) was tradition in his new book, Colony.
.jbaaquets) but to our surprise there extraordinaire. Both came with a However, Bova has done somewas a definite lack of botanical tasty house vinaigrette dressing, thing which is somewhat unique.
and hot fresh white bread made a He has taken a contemporary
background.
nice accompaniament.
problem, terrorism, and kept it on
Our dinner began with out own
The Greenery's best seller, earth, merely pushing the problem
bottle of wine ("we encourage our
into the future. He has added to
guests to bring their own wine arid
C«at. on p. 11
Bacchae and Hedda Gabler to talk with one of the many auditioners.

Restaurant Review

A Verdant Feast

this a. colony in space which
controls the energy source of the
earth, e is far less subtle than many
other science fiction writers, but
the effect is worthwhile.
What Bova has created is a
hybrid science fiction-political
thriller, with a generous dollup of
sex, and more than a few plot
twists of the kind not often found in
what is toox often the highly
simplistic, moralistic world of
science fiction,
The book's three main characters are a journalist hot on the trail
of the "test-tube baby" who was
raised outside the womb on "Island
One", the space colony; the baby
himself, now a full grown stud; and
the daughter of a wealthy sheik,
who is also a notorious terrorist,
trying to overthrow her father and
his rich friends.
Island One is not nearly as
frightening as Skinner's Walden
Two or Huxley's Brave New World,
although it possesses many of the
same communal qualities, and the
majority of its inhabitants have a
similar vapid, labotomized characteristic about themselves and their
lives. Cyrus Cobb, the founder, has
brought some of the best and the
brightest from earth to be in the
forefront of this technical revolution.
Back on earth, the World
Government rules, or at least it is
deluded by the rich, who really
control everything, into thinking
so. Like I said, Bova is not really
subtle. While Island One flourishes, the Earth dies. Millions
starve each day. Terrorism runs
rampant, especially in the third

world. And there are rumblings of
a revolution by the "colored"
peoples against the whites.
• The morality play is orchestrated in well over 400 pages,
chopped into short chapters, with
the action jumping back and forth '
between Island One and Earth.
The terrorists hijacka transport
on which the test tube baby has
stowed away in an effort to get to
earth and find his journalist friend.
He and the beautiful terrorist
leader end up in the jungles of
South' America, altenately each
other's prisoner and more times
than necessary each other's lover.
The book ends in a wild flurry of
revolution, moving from New York
to Island One, where the rich have
gonetoseekrefuge. The fighting'is
fierce, with no real winner. In the
end, the revolutionaries must
moderate their tone in order to
enter the role • of partner in
government. Those y hard liners
among the terrorists are conveniently killed off before the sell-out.
Colony is a new step for Bova. It
is his first book that is really
receiving any attention. It also
comes at a time when he is in the
forefront of a revolution in Science
Fiction, moving from his old post as
Editor of the quirky magazine Analog to the new slick science
fiction/science fact magazine
Nova, which is the newest horse in
the vstable of Penthouse publisher
Bob Guccione.
It's nice to know that we'll be
seeing more of Ben Bova's work in
the future, because Colony has
certainly added some new flash to
Science fiction.
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More Arts
Music Program Continues To Grow

by Lynn Susnian

Although hidden from sight in
the subterranean quarters of the
Austin Arts Center, Trinity boasts
a thriving music program which
complements the music curriculum. The department, though not
directly involved with all performing organizations, is at least the
spiritual center of musical activity
at Trinity. The variety and quality
of Ihese euphonic events is stimulating enough to attract even those
who previously steered clear of
music programs.
The largest and most visible
musical groups on campus are the
Concert Choir and the Orchestra.
Both groups are under the direction
of Gerald Moshell, and membership is by audition. Though separate groups, the two often combine,
as they will for their first concert in
November. The program will include Stravinsky's Symphony of
Psalms, for chorus and orchestra;
Shoenberg's Friede Anf Erden;
Selections from the opera Porgy
and Bess; and some arrangements
of Beatles' songs. The second half
of the program will open with the
ballet La Creation Da Monde by
Milhaud to be performed in
conjunction with the Dance Department. Coming attractions include the Choir's Annual Service of
Lessons and Carols in December, a
possible chamber music concert
by members of the Orchestra, a
choral festival with four Connecticut colleges in April, and a
possible choir tour along the East
Coast during Spring break. The
finale of the year will be a
performance of Beethoven's Ninth
Symphony by the Orchestra and
Choir.
The Chapel Singers and Timbrel are smaller, more specialized
choral groups. The Chapel Singers,
under the direction of John Rose,

perform in the Chapel for Sunday
Morning and Holiday Services.
Later in the year they will stage a
musical production. Timbrel, a
student-run organization, is devoted to the singing of Madrigal
style music. They perform both on
and off campus, often singing
orignal compositions by members
of the group. Membership to both
groups is open by audition. (For
Timbrel contact Peter Albritton,
Box 1531, for Chapel Singers
contact John Rose, ext. 484.) Other
melodic organizations include the
Trinity Pipes, performing pop
music on and off campus, the
Trinity Folk Society which sponsors
folk concerts, and the Stage Band
which plays popular music. Anew
director is being hired and the •
Band's season will be shortly under
way.
Students For Music At Trinity
(S.M.A.T.) tries to coordinate the
many musical events on campus,
and serve the musical needs of the
students. SMAT sponsors concerts throughout the year and
brings guest musicians to the
school. SMAT hosts very popular weekly student recitals called
Postludes. These short recitals
display the talents of students at
Trinity. This year SMAT is particularly interested in locating students
with a desire to play in ensembles.
If there is a dusty violin,drum, or
tuba at the bottom of your closet
that you would like to keep in good
working order, SMAT can help
you find your musical niche. If
interested contact Ted Colburn,
Box 1001.
Musical productions are another example of creative, melodious efforts. Two such productions
will be performed this year. On
October 19-21 the music department will present The Perfect

Arts Calendar
The Bread and Puppet Theatre, under the direction of Peter
Schumann, will be in residence and will produce a pageant/performance, September 18-21, sponsored by the Real Art Ways, 197
Asylum Street in downtown Hartford, with support from the
Downtown Council.
Boston's first major production of Hamlet in recent years will
open Boston's newest theatre, the 320-seat Boston Shakespeare
Company Theatre at 300 Massachusetts Avenue, across from
Symphony Hall. The production opens September 13. For more
information call 617-267-5600.
\
New England Repertory Theatre, the Worcester-based theatre
company, has announced its 1978-79 season. American Buffalo by
David Mamet will open the season on September 23. For more
information call 617-798-8685.
The Goodspeed Opera HOuse musical Whoopee is being
extended amd moved to the Ivorytown Playhouse in Ivorytown and
will reopen on Friday, September 22.
The Yale Repertory Theatre has announced its 1978-79 season.
The first production of the season will be the American premier of
Odon von Horvath's Tales From the Vienna Woods, which will open
September 29, with a preview on September 28.
September 21: Hartford Chamber Orchestra, Daniel Parker,
conductor. Guest artist, Mary Ellen Jacobs. Works by Tippett,
Mozart, Bloc, vorak; Bushnell Memorial Hall, Hartford, 8:00 p.m.
247-6042.
September 17: CPTV, 3:00 p.m., Los Angeles Philharmonic at
the Hollywood Bowl, Zubin Mehta, conductor. Guest Artist,
violinist Itzhak Perlman. Works by Sarasate, Saint-Saens, and
Paganini will be performed.
September 29: University of Connecticut New England String
Quartet. Guest artist, clarinetist Thomas Ridenour. Works by
Mozart, Walton, and Carl Maria von Weber will be performed.
Trinity will present non-credit courses in dance from September
25 through December 7. For more information call 527-3151,
extension 414.
September 14: Open House at Bookworks, 56 Arbor Street.
Demonstrations of a paper-marbling, sheet-fed gravure, and
woodcut printing will be given. The exhibition will be from 4:00 to
8:00 p.m. Admission is free. For further information call 523-5183 ot
232-3747.
"New Aspects of May Art" will be the theme of a series .of three
lectures at Trinity. The first lecture, "The Maya Underworld," will
be given by Michael D. Coe, Professor of Anthropology at Yale
University, on Wednesday, September 13, at 8:00 p.m. in the
.Austin Arts Center.

Stranger, an original musical comedy. The Perfect Stranger is
awaited with much enthusiasm as
the music was composed by
Trinity's own Gerald Moshell, with
the book and lyrics written by Tom
Fuller. A production of Guys and
Dolls in conjunction with the
Theatre Department will be performed in the spring.
One of the most popular
musical events at Trinity is the
Friday Evening' Concert Series.

This series brings top rate musicians to the campus, offering a
variety of instrumentalists and
literature. The Friday evening
will begin September 15 at 8:15
p.m. in Austin Arts with "Solos
and Duos for Flute and Piano."
The recital features John Kirk on
flute and Gerald Moshell playing
the piano. Works to be performed
include the Hindemith Sonata, a
Bach Sonata, and music of Berg,
Debussy, and Schumann.

The strength of Trinity's music
program is its wide variety and
appeal. From classical to popular,
instrumental to vocal, Trinity provides events to excite the listener,
performer, fotball jock or music
student. The program encourages
active interest and welcomes students to the basement of Austin
Arts. A successful and harmonious
year is anticipated, starting Friday
at the Concert Series Debut.

Dance Season Set
by Amy Brown
To pervert an already overworn
cliche, dance is alive and well and
pirouetting at Trinity College. Over
the summer the college sponsored
two three-week study sessions,
with a total of about eighty
students participating in both
sessions.
There were also two graduate
courses offered this summer: one
in movement education, the other
in dance therapy. Performances
were given by the choreographers
who taught the three-week undergraduate courses. They included
Laura Glann and Sara Rudner, who
taugljt the first session, and Mel
Wong and Nancy Meehan, the
instructors of the second session.
Exciting things will continue to
hapen in the Dance Department
this fall. Ms. Connie Kreemer is
co-ordinating a program of noncredit community courses in dance
that include instruction in modern
dance, ballet, creative movement,
African dance, and jazz. The first
session is from September 25 thru
December 7. There will also be
another session in the spring.
Joining Ms.. Kreemer, Ms.
Shula Saltzman is returning to
Trinity Dance Department, which
will be headed again by Ms. Judy
Dworin. A new instructor will be
added to the department, Mr. Carl
Tillmanns. Mr. Tillmanns received

Ze'era Cohen Solo Dance Repertory will be appearing on November 18 and on October 7 People/
Dorothy Vislocky Dance Theatre
will perform. Master classes will be
given by certain guest artists
throughout the semester.
Continuing from this summer, a
reserach project on the effects of
dance on people with high blood
pressure will be conducted by Ms.
Dworin. Ms. Dworin feels that
conclusive results will be found
through this study. Through the
work this summer, Ms. Dworin
discovered that some of the hypertensive patients that were involved
in the experiment did begin to have
lower blood pressure. Ms. Dworin
feels, however, that more time is
needed before she may begin to
hypothesize about the long range
effects of dance on these people.
At a school such as Trinity
where so much emphasis is placed
on academic development it is
necessary that" creative outlets are
available and utilized. Ms. dworin
is pleased by the numbef of
freshmen who have expressed
interest in the Dance Department
this fall. And with a program such
as hers, designed to meet the
various needs and desires of the
students here, the department
There are three performances seems to be on the_ v.erge of
planned for the Trinity Term. The - becoming a vital part of the Trinity
Cartoon Opera Minstrel Theatre community.
will be appearing on September 23;
his B.A. from Dennison University
and his M.F.A. from .Sarah Lawrence College. He performs with
Elizabeth Keene Company and the
Racheal Lampert Company in New
York City. He has done a great deaj
of choreography on his own and is
teaching courses in Composition
and Intermediate Theory and Style.

Election System
dedicated to the principles of good
cont. from p. 8
dates to run for public office, and to government.
enable the rank and file of voters to
The final point we need to
hold the p;- -y leadership to an consider as we look at our
effective responsibility." We need challenge primary law is that it was
to ask if these goals have been designed by Professor Duane Lock,
achieved in Connecticut.
one of 'our nation's most disTwelve years after the creation tinguished political scientists,
of the Harris model Richard S. while he served as a senator in our
Childs, the father of council-mana- Connecticut General Assembly. ~
ger government in the United And it was Democratic Chairman
States, evaluated the first seven John Bailey who advocated and
years of Connecticut's experience, mobilized support for the controwith its challenge primary. Based versial 20 percent support needed
on his careful evaluation, the only by a challenging candidate in the
one that has ever been conducted state convention.
by an impartial outside expert,
Childs reached the following conclusions: 1. The challenge primary cont. from p 10
had been applied smoothly to every Veal Francaise (sauteed in butter
elected office, state-wide and local. with lemon and wine), avec green
2. The party voters understood the beans and baked potato was Mike's
system and novices in politics used next course. The portion ($6.95)
it correctly. 3 It averted waste of was more than ample and quite a
money, printing, and manpower on bargain! Stuffed filet mignon (with
perfunctory uticontested intra-par- ham and swiss cheese—$8.95) was
ty selections of party officials and Sue's choice. She picked zucchini
candidates. 4. The system made in a creole-like sauce and rice
primaries a rare and occasional (which pleasantly turned out to be a
event which tended to increase mixtare of long grain and wild) to
public scrutiny of the contests and complement her meal. The former
encourage good turnouts of voters. entree was delicious; the latter was
5. The fear of challenge made party an interesting idea. Sue ordered
leaders alert to ascertain, and cater her filet medium-rare but unfortunto, latent ranfc-and-file sentiment in ately it arrived juiceless.
shaping party-endorsed tickets. 6.
Also offered as entrees are
The success of the system had steak, roast duckling a 1'orange,
attracted the support of groups chicken romano (with a sauce of

Therefore, as those of us who
are Democrats go to the polls this
afternoon and evening to vote for
Governor Grasso or Lieutenant
Governor Killian as our parry's
candidate for governor, we should
apply these standards developed
during a half centruy by distinguished authorities. If we are
Republicans we should apply these
guidelines to determine if the
challenge primary law has also met
our needs by providing an opportunity to win the general election
on November 7th.

The Feast

pungent shallot, whites wine, and
diced ham), baked scrod in eroute
(for two), broiled scallops, and
baked stuffed shrimp ($6.50-8.50
including salad, potato, vegie, and
bread).
Desserts were rated a *••••
plus I Haagen Dazs (all you ice
cream lovers must know) vanilla sat
beautifully atop an apple-raisinwalnut crepe, along with applehoney sauce. The special, Mike's
selection, was fresh strawberries
with mocha cream: exquisite!
Home-made Kahlua (reaUy! Call
Sue for the recipe, and coffee
polished off an enjoyable din-din.
What better place lo finish than
dessert?
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Announcements
Study Areas

TOP News

McCook Math-Physics 305 fall
TOP will be holding a memberterm study space, previously re- ship registration Thursday, Sept.
served Tu-Sun (4:00 p.m. to14 in the Mather Foyer during
midnight), will not be available Tu dinner. All interested students are
invited to join.
and Thu 7-10 pm.
The first TOP board meeting is
Help Wanted
Monday, Sept. 11 at 9.00 pm in
Wanted: 5 students needed to Alumni Lounge. All welcome to
proctor exams for a visually attend.
handicapped upperclassman.
Attention Interns
Please contact Dean of Students
If
you are interested in doing
Office immediately.
something different and unique
Tennis Tournament
this semester, how about an
Trinity College will be co-spon- internship? Anyone interested in
soring the Insurance City Tennis working in the community has until
Open with the Hartford Insurance Fri., September 15th to organize a
Group beginning September 9th. placement. For more information
There are over 900 participants, come to the Internship Office
with matches scheduled on 200 located in Seaburv 43 C.
courts through out the Greater
Tutors Needed
Hartford Area. On September 9th,
The McDonough School, lo10th, 16th, 17th, 23rd and 24th,
cated two blocks from,the Trinity
from 9:00 am to 6:00 pm, tournacampus at 100 Wilson Street has a
ment participants will have priority
program of tutoring elementary
on the Trinity clay courts. The
school children on a one-to-one
all-weather and indoor courts will
basis during the time they are in
be reserved for Trinity personnel.
school from 9 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
The semi-finals and finals will Tutors may select the time period
be held on September 23rd and that is convenient for them.
24th on our Campus.
, If you can, contact the co-ordinator Rev. Phillips Henderson,
247-6836.

ATTENTION Trinity Dorms and & Frats!!
You can now lease your own FOOSBALL
TABLE

For more information, write :J&M Enterprises
P.O. Box44
Colchester, C1.04415

program the individual must be at
least 14 years of age or have
Friday, 15 September 1978, is
Students interested in study at completed the 8th grade prior to
the last day to add'courses to one's the University of Puerto Rico . the,xourse. Certification will be
program of study for the Christmas during the second term of the good for 3 years upon successful
Term 1978. It is also the last day to present academic year should completion. The fee for the course
drop a course from one's program consult both Professor Andrian and is $8.00 (included text). The
of study in order to avoid having a Dean Winslow (Office of Educa- instructor will be Mark Ciarciello.
"DR" entered on one's Permanent tional Services and Records) before
Record Card (transcript) for the the end of September.
Scuba Diving
presentterm.
The Hartford YMCA will be
Study In Borne
Watson Fellowships
An Intensive Study Program offering a 32 hour certification
Trinity seniors (those who will (please see page 16 in the Trinity course in scuba diving, beginning
receive their degrees in May 1979, College Bulletin 1978-1979) will be on September 13,1978 from 7:00 p.
whether they finish degree re- offered by Professor Gastmann in to 10:00 pm. The prerequisite of
quirements this fall or next spring) Rome for the Trinity Term (Spring) the class is to be able to swim seven
laps of the Y Pool. Certification can
are eligible to apply for a Watson 1979.
be
issued only to men and women
Travelling Fellowship. Detailed
Detailed information is availinformation is available in the able from Professor Gastmann or in 15 years of age and older. The
Office of Educational Services and the Office of Educational Services program fee will be $45.00. For any
further information contact the
Records (please ask the secretary and Records.
Hartford YMCA at 522-4183 ext
for a brochure and for the black
737.
binders containing information on
Fail Calendar Notes
past awardees). Note that the
Math Review
deadline for applications to be , Another aspect of this autumn's
There will be a Math Review
received in the Office of Educa- academic calendar is that undertional Services is 25 September (for graduate classes, on Monday, 11 Workshop for students about to
the faculty recommendation) and December will follow the normal take the LSAT, GRE and GMAT,
26 September (for the personal Friday format; and those on starting Monday, September 18. It
will cover arithmetic, elementary
application).
Tuesday, 12 December will follow algebra and geometry. There is no
the normal Thursday format. The charge, but enrollment is limited to
Graduate
schedule has been arranged this 25. See Lucy Deephouse, McCook
Admission Tests
way so that there will be exactly 13 308, Tuesday, Wednesday or
Those planning to take one or weeks of every class day for the Thursday of this week, 9:30-3:30,
more of the admission tests re- term. Also, Tuesday, 12 December to find out more and sign up.
quired by graduate and profession- will be the last day of undergradal schools are advised to register uate classes for the Christmas
for the tests immediately. A Term.
Trinity Stage Band
disruption in mail service could
First Aid Course
prevent those who delay from
There will be an organizationa]
being registered for the early fall
The Hartford YMCA will be meeting for the Trinity Stage Band
administrations. Regular Registra- starting off its fall program with
tion Deadlines for the examinations standard first aid and personal to be held Wednesday, Sept. 13 at
are:
safety certification course. This 7:30 P.M. in Room 104 of the
Austin Arts Center. Students interLaw School Admission Test (LSAT) course is designed to prepare the
general public with the necessary ested in joining but who are unable
- September-14,1978
Graduate Management Admission first aid knowledge and skills to to attend the meeting should
Test (GMAAT) -" September 21, care for most injuries and to meet contact Box 980 as soon -as. .„
most emergencies. The course also possible.
1978
provides
accident prevention inforGraduate Record Examination
mation. The program will begin on
(GRE) -September28,1978.
Late Registration Deadlines September 12, 1978 (Tuesday &
generally are one week later than Wednesday) from 7:00 pm to 9:00
Calendar.
the Reguiar Registration Dead- pm for a total of 16 hours. To be
eligible to participate in the
lines.

Changing Courses

Puerto Rico Exchange

Wednesday,
Sept. 13th

Wednesday, Sept. 13th, 4:0C
pm, Austin Arts Center, The green
Room, Trinity College Jesters will
hold their first meeting of the year
People interested in,all aspects oi
stage production are welcome to
attend.

The
Trinity
Tripod
Announces vacancies in
its 1978-1979

Tuesday, Sept. 19th
7:00 p.m., West Hartford YMCA
21 North Main St., Martial Arts
Demonstration and Bruce Lee Filn
Enter the Dragon will be sponsorec
by the, West Hartford YMCA.

Advertising
Staff

MON- FRI 10 AM -9PM, SAT iQAM . - 6 P M ^ g B VISA MASTERCHARGE

High Commission
No Experience Necessary
These positions are perfect for
aggressive individuals interested
in meeting and working with local
businessmen.

Apply: Rick Malamut

Box 1183

?03-52?9B97

Please
Hartford Civic Center

Patronize
Trinity Prefers,..

THE CORNER TAP
CAFE

Our
Advertisers.

PHONE S47-O263

TRINITY PACKAGE STORE

Happy Hour

11-4 P.M.

They Support

CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS
f JOHN W* DULKA, PROP.

2 | 9 N £ V V BRITAIN AVE.

HARTFORD.CONN.•:•:

(corner Henry St. next to Corner Tap) 8

217 New Britain Ave.

S
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More Sports
Intramural Program Continues
by Nancy Lucas
Due to increased academic
pressure last year, participation in
Trinity's intramural program took a
slight down turn, yet intramurals

still prove to be the most popular of
all college athletic programs. More
students are active in intramurals
than participate collectively in
organized Varsity and JV competi-

tion.
Last year, the Alumni Trophy,
awarded to the most successful
intramural team, was won by the
Knockerbockers in a runaway
performance, as they took titles in
no less than six sports.
By far the two most popular
intramural sports were basketball
and softball. The championship
basketball game last year was
played as the preliminary game to
Bob Williams, Varsity track between- a coach and his team the Trinity ' UHart contest, and
coach at Amherst, and a former members.
drew a large crowd. In softball,
coach here at Trinity, Barry
AHman offered some pointers
AHman, were the speakers at a for the novice or beginning runner,
H
Are you interested in writMini-Clinic on Long Distance run- and also delved into some of the
g ing about sports? Would you
ning held last Wednesdy in the strategies useful in cross-country
H like to cover a Trinity team at
Tansill Room of Ferris Athletic competition.
B home and on the road? We
Center.
The evening proved to be an J need your talents! Many jobs
Williams outlined his owninformative one for the audience of
g available, Drop a note in Box
training program at Amherst, twenty-five or so intent listeners,
• 1898 addressed to Nick Noble,
emphasising the importance of rest both men and women, runners and
• or in Box 1175 addressed to
and recovery, along with keeping non-runners.
jj Nancy Lucas, or attend the
the lines of communication open
5 Tripod organizational meeting
gg this Tuesday night, Wean
B Lounge, 7:30.
••••BBHBMBailll

Mini-Clinic On
Long Distance Running

college sport shop

Bancroft Super-Winner
Squash Rackets
Stringing for only $4.95

247-9905

participants were so enthusiastic
they played everywhere but on the
designated fields. Other sports,
such as volleyball, touch football,
soccer and swimming were also
successful.
Intramural director Norm Graf
was slightly disappointed with last
year's turnout, yet he will continue
to push the program by way of
postcards and posted notices. He
feels that the intramural program is
geared toward a healthy spirit of

competition but basically, its just
"having a good time".
As for women's intramurals, a
sparse display last year has not
killed the hopes of Sue McCarthy,
women's intramural director, although the formation of additional
women's club teams may take its
toll.
Graf was pleased with the solid
interest shown by freshmen in the
program, and feels that this year
should be a successful one.

Women 1s Soccer Club
Yes, there is a Women's Soccer Club at Trinity this fall. Dr.
Kathy Iipkovitch, the newest member of Trinity's Athletic
Department, is organizing and coaching a Women's Soccer Club,
which she hopes to have compete against other Qubs and College
JVs this Fall. Any women interested in participating in this program
please call Dr: Lipkovitch at Ferris Athletic Center, Ext. 291.

Bill Shults To
Coach At UNH

Bill Shults, former Trinity coach
and son of Robie Shults, Head
Coach of Trinity Soccer and Baseball, has recently been named
Head Swimming Coach at the
University of New Hampshire.

112 New Britain Ave.

MANAGERS WANTED

FOOTBALL
Involves both practice and game work, home and away. Contact Rick Hazleton, Ferris-Athletic Center,
-Ext. 257.
SOCCER
Extensive scorekeeping and timekeeping, both home and away. Contact Robie Shults, Ferris Athletic
Center, Ext. 438.
EAGERNESS AND DEDICATION ONLY PRE—REQUISITES
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYMENT

NO TALENT???
So you think you can't write, draw, or take pictures?
Well, let us be the judge of that. The 1979 IVY is in its
first stages and help is needed.

ORGANIZATION MEETING ON SEPT. 14
AT 7:30 IN THE IW OFFICE

For
Delicious
Pizza and Hot
Oven Grinders

Call when you
leave - it will
be ready upon
arrrival

P.J. O'Rouke and Doug Kenney had to get their 1
ideas somewhere.

PIZZA
Phone

CATALOG of COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
Over 10^000 listings! All subjects.
Send NOW for this FREE catalog.
(offerexpiresDec.31,1978) •-

Send to: COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
P.O. Box 84396, Los Angeles, CA. 90073

247-0234

Richard Staron

Across from South Campus
287 New Britain Avenue
Hartford
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More Sports
Trinity Crews At Henley Royal Regatta
by Randy PearsaU
SPECIAL TO THE TRIPOD
Four Trinity College crews
traveled across the Atlantic this
summer in quest of the ultimate
rowing achievement—a victory at
the Henley Royal Regatta. The trip
almost paid dividends to the 22
oarsmen and two coxswains who
had personally Financed the June
excursion. Unfortunately, an upstart Yale boat ended Bantam
dreams of a repeat performance of
1976, the year the varsity heavy-

weight eights set the course record
and captured the Ladies' Challenge
Plate.
Arriving on June 18, the men
resided with local families in close
proximity to the picturesque little
town of Henley-6n-Thames. Long
days of double-session rowing were
spent on the mile and 550-yard
course. On June 24, coaches Norm
Graf and Charlie Putnam led the
crews up river through the locks on
the Thames to compete in the
Reading Town Regatta. No boat
fared successfully in this short
500-meter sprint which was similar
to a final scrimmaee before a big

match.
The Henley Regatta proved to
be a very unlucky affair for the
Bantams. This was Trinity's fifth
entry since 1969, a period in which
three Bantam boats have made it to
the final round. Early meetings
with top-seeded boats and erratic
steering by their opponents prevented any Trinity crew from
reaching the semifinals in 1978.
Due to a lackluster regular
season, the heavyweight eights
were not considered serious contenders for the Ladies' Challenge
Plate. The seeding committee
selected four favored crews, in-

Nonn Graf gives the Ughtwelght eight a hand as they take to the Thames.

Sports Scene From The Summit
by Nick Noble
Alot of people have come up to me and asked me: "What's
wrong with your leg?" I'm getting tired of repeating the same old
story over and over again, so this is the last time I'll tell it to anyone
(after all, absolutely everybody reads the Tripod). I broke my leg
while sliding into home plate in a Softball game on June 29th.
What's worse, I was out. So much for us weekend athletes.
Actually, its good to be back. I kind of missed sitting down at a
typewriter every Sunday and banging out another sports epic. I've
been wandering from field to field observing the pre-season
workouts of all our Varsity teams, and the outlook is pretty
optimistic. The Women's Tennis team looks awesome. The Field
Hockey Team looks like its in for a very good year. The attitude of
the football and soccer teams, despite - or perhaps because of - their
accent on youth - is tremendously enthusiastic. Cross Country and
Waterpolo both look better than last year, and there's even a
Women's Soccer Club in the offing. This fall looks like its going to
be a lot of fun.
********
Those interested in going out for Crew this year were treated to
a pair of well-made film works in McCook last week. One was a tape
made by the Hartford Insurance Company, part of a longer
presentation they are putting together for their representatives,
with Crew seen as "symphony in motion". The other was a film set
to music, done for an art class by Tom Mazzarella, brother of Tony
Mazarella, Trinity '77. With a hand-held camera Mazzarella
followed the oarsmen from the weight room and the Crew tanks out
onto the water, in a beautifully filmed art peice. The only trouble
with the whole thing was the prevalence of the Theme from
"Rocky" throughout, but it was still a most moving and exciting
representation of Crew.
. From week to week Nancy Lucas or I will attempt to use this
,as a means of examining the Trinity athletic experience,
jj^s.w4|hhunior, sometimes seriously. Also, again, a handful
iy*!Ul be attempted, as soon as. the Archives

cluding Coast Guard and the Yale
freshmen. Once racing began, it
became apparent that the Hartford
crew would not be easily defeated;
in fact the heavyweights turned in
the best performance of any
Bantam boat.
Trinity defeated Exeter University by 2'/3 lengths in an openinground race. Durham University
became the Bants' next victim,
losing by IV* lengths, and.this set
up a quarterfinal confrontation with
Yale's seeded freshman crew.
The Yale race was a real heartbreaker. Despite several shifts in
the nositionins of their personnel,

the Elis encountered severe steering problems throughout the Regatta. The umpire for the TirnityYale' clash described the race as
follows: "Some very erratic steering at the start put Yale in the
center of the course and Trinity
across the buoys at the top of the
island. The steering did not
improve at all throughout the race,
while Yale moved steadily out to'a
lead."
Steering into Trinity water
would have merited a disqualification had there been contact, but
Trinity steered their borrowed boat
away to avoid the Elis' oars. The
Bantams were slowed by a seriesbf
six buoys, losing their important
rhythm, while Yale moved out to a
two-length lead. Having finally
regained momentum, Trinity cut
the lead to 1 Vi lengths but the
charge fell short as they ran out of
water. Yale eventually lost in the
finals by only Vi length.
The lightweight eights, Trinity's most successful regular season
crew, rowed to a first-round victory
over Crowland Rowing Club but
lost to seeded competitor and
eventual finalist Leander. This race
highlighted one of the porblems
with the Regatta—the -absence of
weight qualifications. The Leander
boat outweighed the Bantams by
an average of twenty pounds per
man.
Two other Trinity crews, a four
and pair without coxswains, suffered first-round defeats. The pair
actually advanced to the second
round when the top-seeded paii*;
O'Brien and Ryan decided to drop
out and practice for the upcoming
European championships. However, Trinity was not as lucky in the
next round as they were easily
defeated.
The Regatta, which took place
between June 29 and July 2, was
attended by over thirty Trinity
undergraduates, alumni and family

Photo by Randy Pearsal Courtesy of Trinity News Bureau

Take Out

Eat In

10% OFF with Trinity I.D.

Daily
Lasagna

/^ y0000^^

Specials

527-7764
Mon.- Sat. 11 am - 1 2 pm
Sundays 12 am -11 pm
PHONE

NICK DIKEGOROS, PROP29.71/2 Washinton St.
Hartford, Ct.

y.
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More Sports
All-Powerful Racquet Women Set For 7 8
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by Nick Noble
As Coach Jane Millspaugh
watches her twenty-two Varsity
and JV Tennis players cavorting
athletically around and about the
Trinity College Tennis courts, she
cannot help but feel a glow of
anticipation. If it is at all possible to
improve upon last year's undefeated Women's Tennis Tarn,
now is the time.
Wendy Jennings, last year's
number one singles player, is still
with us, and her potent racquet
talent has been complemented by
the return of Muff v Rogers from the
jaws of Dartmouth. Rogers was
Trinity's number one star during
the 1975 and 1976 seasons. Now
both are back, and they, along with
past members of the Bantam top
five Betty Wallace, Eileen Kerr,
and Sue Levin (1976's number four .
returned from a year's absence on
the West Coast) provide the
backbone of potentially the strongest Women's Tennis Team in the
history of the college.
Last autumn's unbeaten, untied, and unsurpassed women's
racquet squad may have finally met
its match with the Women of 1978.
The aforementioned fearsome front
five are joined by Holly Doremus
(of 1977's number one doubles

duo), and freshmen Dena Kaplan,
Brenda Erie, and Anne Pfister,
who along with an almost perfect
blend of experienced upperclassmen and enthusiastic freshman
talent should add considerable
depth to a fine squad.
Coach Millspaugh is also looking forward to putting together
some outstanding doubles teams
which may- have some serious
New England possibilities.
Speaking of the New Englands,
undefeated Trin was runner-up
there in '77, falling short of the
Dartmouth powerhouse. While #2
isn't all that bad, Trinity aims to try
harder this year, and with that in
mind a dual-match against Dartmouth has been added to an
already tough schedule. The
women also look forward to continuing their winning ways over
arch-rivals Williams and UConn.
Trinity's Women's Varsity
Tennis Team, and the undeniably
potent Junior Varsity squad for that
matter, are both-among the exciting teams to watch this year.
Here's hoping for the best. The JV
open their season Friday Sept. 15
against UHart, and the Varsity
begin the following Thursday
against Conn. College, both at
Home.

Trinity Waterpolo Set
To Shine In 78-79
by Rob Calgi
A year's time is a finite
measure, but its impact upon
people and events is boundless. A
year's time can separate a boy from
a man and a girl from a woman. A
year ago an inexperienced and
green Water Polo team began to
grow up throughout last year's
schedule. From a poor\4-6 first half
to a stupendous 6-1 finish the
Trinity College Water Polo Team
knew that the 1978 season would be
a season to savor. Last Spring
foreshadowed the 1978 season as
the Ducks marched to a 5-2 record
despite not being able to practice
together.
This year; All-New- England
selections and co-captains Rob
Calgi and Kent Reilly (Hon.
Mention AAU All-American) will
lead the Ducks into action. Reilly
led the team in scoring in 1977 with
74 goals and 33 assists for 107
points whilst Calgi was second with
48 goals and 29 assists for 87
points. Junior Mike Hinton, the
third leading scorer with 38 goals
and 72 points; is back along with
junior Rich Katzman and stalwart
in goal last year Fritz Eberle.
Eberle holds Trinity records for
most saves in a season -(227) and
the best goals against average
(11.2). These five men form the

backbone of both Trio's offense
and defense.
In 1978, the gauge of how far
the ducks will go depends upon the
play of their depth. Trin boasts of
five returning veterans from last
year's campaign. Offensive minded
senior Randy Brainard, junior
defensive specialist Ted "Cheeseman" Murphy, and sophs Len
Adam, Tick Houk, and Steve
Spencer comprise the gizzards of
the team. The play of these five
veterans and the roles they assimilate will determine the Duck's
success in '78.
Another source of optimism for
Trin is • the fine play of the
freshmen. The class of 1982 boasts
the best group of frosh to don the
blue and gold. Looking especially
good in practice as of late are
Lincoln Collins, Rick Eberle, Mike
Merrin-, Kyle Parrow, Dave Pike
and sophomore newcomer Mike
McGovern.
Trinity opens up their season
this Thursday, Sept. 14 against
U.Mass. at 7:30 at the Ferris
Athletic Center. A game is tentatively scheduled for Tues. Sept. 19
at Home at 7:30 but the opponent is
not set. In addition, Trinity will
host a tournament Sept. 22-23. Be
there, Aloha.

Football Scrimmages WPI
In a game scrimmage against
the forces of Worcester Polytechnical Institute, Trinity's Varsity
Football Team emerged victorious
to the tune of 10-6.
Outstanding for the Bantams
was Captain John Flynn from his
running back position. Field general' Mike Foye performed his
quarterbacking chores with admirable poise. The offensive line gave

a remarkably strong showing.
The only disappointment was
the defense's inability to control
the opposition's outside attack, but
in all other respects they did well.
Two weeks remain until the start of
the season, and this week the
Bantam gridders will polish up
their act for the Tufts scrimmage
next Saturday.

Coach Jane Millspaugh [with clipboard, in background] watches the Women's Tennis Squad daring
pre-season workouts.
photo by Peter Wilson

Better Record Seen
For Bantam Harriers
by Alex Magonn
Why has Math professor Ralph
Walde regularly been seen in the
vicinity of the F.A.C. the past
week? What was the Amherst
cross-country coach doing in the
Tansill Room last Wednesday?
Who are these people that run in a
group everywhere from Vernon St.
to Old Wethersfield?
All answers are related to the
continuing growth of Trinity crosscountry, which this year boasts
more youth, more speed, more
depth, and a more competitive
schedule than last year's squad.
What follows are backgrounds of
the Bantam varsity seven, as they
stand now.
Captain John Sandman is the
only senior of the team, and as
such, can be depended upon to give
the team the necessary guidance
and leadership through example.
Sandman has the school records for
the 3-mile and the home X-C

course, and seems a sure bet to man.
break his standard this Fall.
Freshman Robert Robles was
Junior Mike Melo started run- told he would never run again after
ning last Spring for track, recorded he tore a thigh muscle last Spring.
a 4:49 mile. Since June, he has The 4:28 miler rested the leg all
logged 900 miles of running, and is summer, however, and moved
a vital cog for the harriers,
right oh to the varsity by running
Alex Magoun, a sophomore, 36 miles in four days last week.
ran a 15:04 3-mile and ayeraged
Freshman Doug Brooks rounds
5:16 per mile in the 24-hour out the top seven by showing
marathon relay last Spring. He surprising endurance in early
stands ready to improve upon his training. Close behind him are the
mediocre home course times this eagerly aspiring members of the
season.
junior varsity, who have the best
' Bob Williams, another sopho- conditioning and most numbers of
more, showed his high school form any J.V. crew.
by excelling in the marathon relay
Coach Walde is still looking for
after a disappointing track season. a few good men, and anybody with
Williams prepared for this Fall by some summer training is urged to
combining distance running and call him at the Math Dept. or to call
construction work over the summer Capt. Sandman at 584-0870.
in an overall fitness program,
Lanier Drew is not here this
Paul Beers is a junior who has term, but the women's cross-counnever run competitively. He did, try team is, and any woman
however, average 50 miles a week interested in running competitively
for July and August, and has the this Fall is again urged to call
endurance to be a valuable fifth Coach Walde.

Soccer Scrimmage Successful
In the second half, the Trinity
Varsity Soccer team proceeded to
score 7 goals, and these, added to
three in the first, proved the
margin of victory over Manchester
Community College in a preseason

scrimmage Saturday morning.
Ken Savino led the scoring with
3 goals, Bruce Berg following close
behind with two. Also performing
admirably on offense were Joe
Capasso, Carl Scheissl, and Dan

INSURANCE CITY TENNIS OPEN
This week the First Insurance City Tennis Open is being held in
Hartford. The Open is co-sponsored by The Hartford Insurance
Group and Trinity College. Trinity's participation is another
example of the College's effort to become more involved in the
Hartford community. As of .September 1st there ate over 900
participants with matches scheduled on 200 courts throughout'the
Greater Hartford Area. Trinity's day courts will be used for the
Tournament, and the semi-finals and finals are scheduled to be
played at Trinity on Sept. 23rd and 24th. While the Tournament is in
progress the all-weather courts and the indoor Unit A facilities in
the Ferris Athletic Center will be available to the College
community.

Kahn.
Co-capt. Peyton Fleming
showed off some impressive foot
work as he ran circles around the
opposition, while his fellow midfielders, including Bill Einstein and
Jamie Brown, • cleared out the
middle and added an offensive
threat. Brown scored the fourth
Trinity, goal before being untimely
removed from the contest with an
ankle injury.
Co-capt. Paul Pieszak, Tom
Chase, Bill Miller, and Mike
Lansbury all played solid defense,
protecting Andy Fox and Doug
Sauerhaft, two promising freshmen
goalies, and junior Dave Snyderwine, as Coach Schults used the
opportunity, to see all three in
action.
The season opens on September
26 as our boys in blue take on
Central Connecticut State College,
at HOME at 3:00.
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Varsity Field Hockey Shaping Up

* . * -photo by Nick Noble

Intense conditioning has highlighted the Vanity Field Hockey Pre-Season.

Varsity Soccer Prepares For Season
by Nick Noble
You would think that a winning
team that had lost eight starters to
graduation wouldn't be that much
of a threat for the up-and-coming
new season. Perhaps, but Coach
Robie Shults and this year's Varsity
Soccer squad don't think so.
The biggest strength of this
year's team wiJJ be defense, asserts
Coach Shulrs, with co-captains Paul
Pieszak and Peyton Fleming anchoring down their positions with
customary aplomb and definite skill
"But I'm not selling the offense
short," insists Shults, Re-turning
starters Ken Savino, Joe Capasso,
and Danny Kahn, should provide
an explosive scoring threat from
their respective wing, centerforward, and wing postions.Capasso an<i Savino were Trin's
high-scorers during 1977's- 7-4
season with four goals apiece,
while Kahn trailed closely with
three. The strategy is to hurt the

opposition with this line's outstanding outside speed. "The key
to our offense this year is the
wings," declares Shults. "They
have to produce in order for us to
win." Soph Carl Schiessel should
also see plenty of action.
At midfield, besides the skill
and leadership of Co-Captain Fleming, will be returning Jamie Brown
and Bill Einstein. Steve Slade, a
starting fullback early last season
before being injured, has looked
good in pre-season, and should put
in a bid for a spot along side
Co-Captain Pieszak.
•
There are, of course, weaknesses
inherent in any team that has lost
eight starters. The sweeper position is wide open, and another
fullback has yet to be determined.
Also, an experienced goaltender is
necessary for any successful team.
Right now freshmen Doug Saufhaft
arid Andy Fox, and Junior David
Snyderwine, are competing for
what is essentially another wide-

by Nick Noble
"The key this year is going to
be conditioning," announced Varsity Field Hockey Coach Robin
Sheppard. "I've never had a team
in such good shape." Preseason for
the Bantam women was chock-full
of intense drills designed to shape
up the athletes returning from a
long summer.
Despite the graduation of players instrumental to last year's
success, and despite the plans of a
number of other key performers to
spend the term away from Trinity,
the Field Hockey Bantams should
be a strong, solid team. The entire
squad is in excellent physical
condition, and depth should be
provided by members of last
season's undefeated Junior Varsity
squad. But the backbone of the
1978 Field Hockey Team will be its
returning veterans.
The defense will be remarkably
strong, with great depth of skill and
experience. Captain Frances
"Spit" Dobbin, Parsons; Witbeck,
Carol McKenzie, and Lorraine
DeLabry are the nucleus there. In
the goal returning starter Anne
Warner is a tower of strength, and
she is to be ably aided by quick,

fast moving freshperson Cindy
Hume as backup in the nets.The offense should also be
potent. Carter Wurts returns after
being away last-season, while Susie
Saltonstall, sidelined with a* knee
injury in.'77, is back in good form.
Sophomores Kim Henning and
Dottie Bundy (last year's high
scorer) are still suffering slightly
from Lacrosse injuries, but should
be close to top form by tfife start of
the season. "The offense should be
very strong," commented- Assistant Coach Sue McCarthy. "Speed
will be the key to success,"
There seems to be no major
weaknesses to this year's squad. It
has a strong defense, a potentially
potent offense, and experience in
the goal. It is fast. It is durable. It is
in excellent shape, and both
coaches and players are optimistic.
This Wednesday the Field
Hockey Team scrimmages UConn
at 4:00 home. On Saturday the
squad travels to Smith for a
round-robin scrimmage Tourney.
The season officially opens on
Thursday the 21st of September
against Conn. College, 3:30, at
home.

open job.
Junior Bill Bullard has an inside
track on the sweeper spot, but
another problem this team will face
is that of depth. While a good
starting team can be put out on the
field, the experience on the bench
may be a cause for concern.
Sophomores Bob Rieth, Bruce
Berg, Tom Chase, and Bill Miller,
all starters on last year's JV squad,
will be under a lot of pressure to
produce in a backup capacity.
Coach Shults feels that if the
team stays healthy they should be
able to :ome up with a winning
season. A fast moving offense and
a strong man-to-man defense
should be enough to assure this,
•while he hopes the goaltending will
come through and the bench will
provide adequate support. Under
the1 strong leadership of Co-Captains Pieszak and Fleming the team
has the potential to be a winner,
and in any case, the soccer season
is in for considerable excitement.
Co-Captain Peyton Fleming [I.] » I Coach Robie Shults [r.] during

an early soccer practice.

photo by Peter Wilson

Freshmen Featured In Varsity Football Pre-Season
Football squad this early in the
by Nick Noble
season.
For the first time since VJ Day
Thirty-one returning Iettermen,
freshmen were numbered among including a dozeff-starters, have
the sea of gold helmets dotted returned as well. Coach Miller is
across the various fields during impressed with superb conditionVarsity Football's pre-seasou ing of the seniors, and the
workouts. Forty freshmen reported leadership example set by Captain
for early football, "and it is expected John Flynn. The graduation of
that somewhere around ten will fourteen seniors most heavily afmake the team, based on postion. • fected the offensive line. Only
That would be the largest freshman center Tom Johnson and guard
contingent ever on a Trinity Varsity Scott Ramsay return to their old
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positions. Backup center Doug
Halbert has been moved to*a tackle
spot, while basically all the other
interior line positions are up for
grabs, between Jim Davis, Frank
Netcdh, Jim Samsel, John Alexandrov, and a host of large, talented
freshmen.
The strengths of the offense lie
in, the skill postions. Mike Foyes
returns as quarterback, Pat McNNamara and Bill McCandless at
end, and Paul Votze and John
Flynn fill the running back slots.
Foye has led the team in passing
over the last two seasons, and
Votze was the Bantams leading
rusher in '77. An injured hamstring
may keep McCandless sidelined
temporarily, and if this is the case
the team would lose a place-kicker
as well as a receiver. Still,
McCandless should be back early
in the season, and Coach Miller
hopes he will return to his 1976
form, when he led the team in
scoring and tied the Trinity record
for successful field goals in a single
game with three.
On defense returning middle
guard Barry Dorfman, linebacker
Joe Delano, and secondary defenders Tom McGowan, Floyd Monroe,
and Bob Almquist, provide the

strength through experience. Pete
Jongbloed, Jim Silvestri, Dan
Jacobs, Mike Goss, and John
Rowland are all vying for the two
defensive end positions .although
Rowland has been sidelined recently with injuries.
Jeff Mather, last year a starter
at defensive end, has been moved
to defensive tackle, where he has
looked good during preseason, bob
Grant will' also see work on the
defensive line, while Bob Myers or
Chuck Tiernan will be Joe Delano's
accompanying linebacker. Delano
led the defensive corps in '77 with
77 tackles and 4 quarterback sacks.
Bill Irvine should also see extensive
work in the defensive secondary:
So far in preseason, the defense
has performed superbly, and looks
to be, barring injury, a key to this
year's success.
Head Coach Don Miller admits
that it is a young learn, and he sees
an overall lack of depth and
starting experience as being the
main problem for 78, but he is
optimistic. An improved attitude
and better conditioning should see
this years team do better than last
season's 3-5 record. Williams and
Wesleyan ;will both be tough this
year, each with 17 starters return-

ing (which, paranthetically, should
make the Little Three quite interesting;, trinity should be able,
however, to play on par with Colby,
Arnherst, Middlebury, Bowdoin,
Bates, and Coast Guard.
There are two new coaches
working with the squad this year.
Carmen Palladino, a Graduate
Assistant, is working with the
offensive line, and is doing excellent work. Palladino played for
Williams. Larry Mattison, from
South, Carolina, is coaching the
offensive receivers and the kicking
aspect of the game.
•
Speaking of kickers, the team is
still' looking for a punter, and a
kicker might be helpful in case
McCandless' educated to is out*
longer than anticipated. Dan Jacobs will be doing some kick-off
work, and is looking more than
commendable in that capacity.
It bodes well for an exciting
season, and maybe even a winning
one, every Saturday afternoon.
Next Saturday the Varsity scrimmages Tufts, and the following
weekend opens the season away at
Bowdoin. The home opener will be
Sept. 30th', against Bates.

